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CHAPflB X 

IHTRGDBCTION 

The teaching of modern foreign languages in the public 

schools Is one of the Important problems facing .American. 

educators at the present time. This is sot a new problem, 

for the study of foreign languages has been included in 

the curricula of various schools la this country sine# the 

Colonial Period, Eecent events, however, have focused the 

attention of American educators on the study of foreign 

languages in the elementary schools. It is reported that 

in 1952 there were eighty-seven communities in the United 

States in which there were foreign language programs in 

th® elementary grades, and that by 1956* there were three 
1 

hundred fifty-seven such programs in forty-four states. 

This widespread growth in the study of foreign 

languages in the elementary grades has raised many issues 

that have been the subject of much controversy among edu-

cators a® well as persons not directly associated with the 

K. w. Mldenteerger, "foreign languages in the 
trades»M American School Board Journal* CXXXIII (October, 
1956), 1, cited fn Bliaabetn Engle Thompson and Arthur 1. 

shools, Association for Supes 
jvelopment (Washington, 1956)» p. 35. 



teaching profession. Some of the issues arising from tills 

controversy concern (1) the purpose® of foreign language 

study; (2) the ability of elementary grade children to 

learn a foreign language! 0 } the methods of teaching 

foreign language©? and (4) the organization of as ele-

mentary foreign language program. 

fhe organisation of such a language program would 

necessitate a sufficient number of competent foreign 

language teachers to insure that it would function con-

tinuously* Although schools in certain section® of the 

United Stat#®# particularly In the areas which are adja-

cent to or are largely populated by groups of persons who 

speak a foreign language, may readily procure an adequate 

supply of qualified foreign language teachers* other 

schools in more typical situations would find it difficult 

to do so. At present» there are too few qualified teachers 

to meet the need® of an expanded foreign language program 
o 

In the elementary grades in the United States. It would 

seem reasonable* therefore, to state that the ability of a 

school to supply a faoulty of adequately prepared teachers 

of foreign language could he considered one of the first 

requisites for the establishment of the program in the 

elementary grades. 

%lissabeth Sngle fhoapson and Arthur B. Hamalalaen, 
fjgffifi fapttM i M l i M M Pflfllagg Schools, Associa-
tion for Supervision andCurriculum Development (Washington, 
1958), p. 33* 



A solution to the problem of teacher- supply lias been 

sought in different ways. la some instances, foreign 

language teachers from adjoining secondary schools have 

come to the elementary schools for one or more periods 

several days each week# In other instances, the elementary 

school is departmentalized for certain subjects. Under 

this plan, a single foreign language teacher may teach 

several different groups of pupils throughout the day# la 

some elementary schools foreign language classes are con-

ducted outside regular school hour©, thus permitting 

uncertificated persons to teach# It has been proposed that 

a revision of the certification rules he made which would 

allow qualified hut previously uncertificated persons to 

teach foreign languages at a critical tim@»^ Another pos-

sible solution is to provide a special in-service 

educational program for elementary teachers who at present 

are not qualified to teach foreign languages*^ -Phis study 

is concerned with the effectiveness of an in-service educa-

tional program as a ue&m® of providing qualified Spanish 

teachers in elementary schools* 

fundamentally* this problem is one of teacher educa-

tion. Although the problem of teacher education is too 

Theodore Andersson, "Preparation of foreign Language 
Teachers for the Elementary School," Journal of teacher 
ucation. IV (September, 1953), 178-lSfT ~ 

%argit Maefi&e, |eaehl»R Spanish in the trades 
(Boston, 1957), pp» 11, 13* 



complex to be studied in Its entirety in on© investigation, 

some particular aspect of the problem, swell as a foreign 

language ia-aervice educational program, can be isolated 

and studied independently. 

In the literature of reoent yeara in-service education 

ha© been variously defined "by students of teacher educa-

tion# Sometimes the tar® "in-service training" appears, 

and at other times "in-service education" is used# Si© two 

terms seem to be used synonymously. Herrick described th© 

concept in terms of its purpose, observing that it is 

designed (1) to help staff members improve their efficiency 

in performing their profeasional duties and (2) to improve 

the educational program of the school,'* Xn-service educa-

tion has bean partially defined in terms of description of 

its activities* It has been described as an enterprise in 

whick teacher® study together in a permissive atmosphere, 

feeling free to make mistakes and to admit the existence 

©f problems for which they do not know the solution, Thl® 

free atmosphere helps the individual participant in as 

in-aervloe educational program to think creatively# 

Haucker and Pendergraft * summarizing the results of some 

experimentation in group work, state that encouragement and 

^Tirgil !» Herrick, "The Evaluation of Change in Pro-* 

frama of In-Service Education," In-Service Education* ifty-Sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
of Education, Part I (Chicago, 1957), p. 311. 



assistance given t@acb.ers In cooperative group action may 
g 

result in lasting improvement in professional performance. 

Parker implied, in M s guidelines for in-service ©ducation, 

that the success of aa in-service education activity depends 

heavily upon the individual teacher's ability to sense the 

relation of the activity with her own classroom situation.? 

Blsbree and Mclfally included a workshop among the 

aspects of in-service education* fhey implied that at 

times It may he expedient for the staff to meet as a unit 

to participate in a professional study, while at other 

times the staff may function through committees or small 

groups. Physical facilities for both types of procedures 
g| 

should he available. KacRae wrote that valuable technics 

and materials result from in-service workshop® for teacher® 

of Spanish.^ This is in keeping with what Gilchrist, 

Fielstra, and Davis implied when they wrote, in part, that 

on© of the objectives of aa la-service education program i@ 
6 
tf. V. Maucker and Daryl Pendergraft, "Implications 

of In-Service Education,* In-Service Education, Fifty-Sixth 
Yearbook of the Hational Society for tne Study of Bduca-
tion, Part I (Chicago, 1957)» p. 2S4. 

7 
J. Cecil Parker, "Guidelines for In-Service Kduca-

tion," |n-8ervi.ee Education. Fifty-Sixth Teaxbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Education, Part X 
(Chicago, 1957), p. 125-

ool^Adainistratioa and Supervision (CiijciimatrT" i7y*7, 
Millard S. Slsbree and Harold J. McHally, Elementa 
>1 Adjai; 

pp. 4 1 7 ^ 9 

%aoEa©, 0£^ clt.« pp. 1-20. 

mailto:t@acb.ers
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to give to a l l educational workers an opportunity to 

develop professionally t o the sad t h a t their pupils may 
1-0 

have the environment most conducive to learning. 

The effectiveness of an in-service educational program 

should he ref lected in the ef fect iveness of the teachers 

who engage in it. A measure of pupil achievement» there-

fore, would he on© indirect measure of the I n - s e r v i c e 

program i t s e l f # I t beaoiaes necessary, then, in the case of 

an elementary foreign language program* to measure the 

achievement of the pupils who have been taught & foreign 

language by teachers who have participated In such an 

in-service program* 

The problea of selecting the content for beginning 

elementary foreign language study i s approached in various 

ways# There are several aspects of a language that a pupil 

needs to learn almost simultaneously, vis*, pronunciation, 

intonation, vocabulary, and language usage# Xt i s also 

true that practice varies among teachers concerning the 

amount of emphasis that should be placed on the various 

aspects* If more emphasis i s placed by a teacher on one, 

l e s s emphasis may be given to the others* It may be said 

that the emphasis which a teacher place® on the different 
10 

Clarence f i e l s t r a , and Anna L. 
t S o £ In-Service Education," 

p. 293 



aspects of a foreign Isuogm&g# depends largely on the goals 

for which the language is "being taught, fhe commonly 

accepted goals of modern language instruction, as Andersson 

observed, are: understanding, speaking, reading, and 

writing.1'*' However, these are relative terms and admit 

much latitude in their interpretation. In an absolute 

sense, the ability to speak a language may mean the ability 

t© speak it as a native, fhis goal is hardly attainable 

under any but the most rigorous pursuits of language study. 

One group of pupils may devote most of their study at 

first to the cultural characteristics of the people whose 

language they are about to study, while those of another 

group•may spend an equal amount of time acquiring linguis-

tic skills such as pronunciation, intonation, vocabulary, 

and language usage. Hence, there would seem to be no com-

mon grounds for a comparison of their respective 

achievement. 

Just as there may be considerable variation among 

groups of pupils as to these elements of language study, 

similarly there may be a wide variation in the efforts 

exerted by different teachers to motivate language study* 

It seems logical, therefore, that if the achievement of 

11 
*fheodore Andersson, Th* Teaching of foreign 

Lpgua^ea in the Slementary School, preliminary ed. 
(Boston, lf53JTpp. 9-12. 



their respective pupils is to be compared, teachers should 

agree on a coamon set of purposes or goals, textbooks and 

other materials* and length of time for pupil instruction. 

99M use of a valid and reliable measuring instrument 

is of vital importance to the evaluation of pupil achieve-

ment . Conceptually, the validity and reliability of a test 

presupposes a sampling of the abilities of many pupils# la 

the absence of validated standardised teste* a list of pro-

posed test items was sent to several persons who were 

invited to criticise the item© and to make suggested 

changes. 

While there are certain limitations inherent in 

achievement tests, it seems reasonable that tests based 

upon common areas of study should reveal the comparative 

achievement of the pupils# fhe results ©f this evaluation 

should be useful to school officials who are studying 

in-service education as a possible means of providing com-

petent teachers for the foreign language program in the 

elementary grades# 

Statement of the Problem 

fhe problem of the study was to determine the effec-

tiveness of an in-aervice education program as a means of 

providing qualified foreign language teacher# for elemen-

tary schools. Specifically, the problem was concerned with 

a statistical comparison of the achievement of two group® 
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of pupils. One group was composed of fourth-grade pupils 

who were taught Spanish hy teachers who had had a maximum 

of three college hours In Spanish and who had participated 

in an In-service education program# fhe other group was 

composed of fourth-grade pupils whose teacher® had had a 

minimum ©f twelve college hours in Spanish hut had not 

participated la an in-service education program. 

Purposes ©f the Study 

She specific purpose of this study was to compare the 

achievement in Spanish of (1) an experimental group and 

(2) a control group of pupils# In the pursuance of thi« 

purposei an effort was made (1) to determine the amount and 

direction of any difference in the achievement in Spanish 

of the two groups of fourth-grade pupils after nine hour® 

of instruction? (2) to determine the amount and direction 

of any difference in the achievement of these two groups 

after eighteen hours of instruction in Spanish. 

fheee general purposes were stated acre specifically 

in the fox* of definite question© to he answered, as fol-

lows! 

1. What was the mean achievement score of each of the 

two groups of pupils after they had received nine hours of 

instruction? 
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2. Was there any significant difference between the 

scores of the two groups after tiisy had received nine hours 

of instruction? 

3» Hh&t were the respective mean achievement score# 

of the two groups of pupils when they had received eighteen 

hours of instruction? 

4# W&a there any significant difference "between the 

net scores of the two groups when they had received 

eighteen hours of instruction? 

Hypotheses 

In the pursuance of this study, certain hypotheses 

were mad® to be tested hy the data obtained# fhes© 

hypotheses were? 

1. After nine hours of instruction, the a m m achieve-

ment score of the experimental group of pupils and the mean 

achievement ©cor© of the control group will be similar. 

fhe teachers who have participated in the in-service 

educational program should be able to teach satisfactorily 

the first step® in language learning. Although their 

knowledge of Spanish is much less than that of teachers who 

have had more experience with the language# the in-service 

educational program should enable them to teach their 

pupils the basic principles of pronunciation and a simple 

and limited vocabulary. 
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2. After eighteen hours of instruction, the respec-

tive achievement of the two groups will be similar* 

This hypothesis seemed reasonable because the initial 

feeling of uncertainty which the beginning teachers may 

have when they first begin to teach a second language 

should decrease with experience* As the in-service educa-

tional program progresses and the teachers acquire greater 

knowledge and more skills# their competence should increase 

and more closely approximate those of the regular teachers# 

Moreover* a© the beginning teachers meet actual classroom 

problems, they should have more definite personal involve-

ment in subsequent sessions of the in-service educational 

program than they had before the problems occurred. 

Definition of Terms 

The term in-service educational program m used in 

this study refers to all the activities involved in an 

endeavor to develop or increase the professional effective-

ness of teacher® while they are actively engaged in the 

teaching profession. 

The term experimental teacher of Spanish as used in 

this study refers to an elementary teacher with a maximum 

of three college hours in Spanish* It means here one who 

participated in the in-service educational program of this 

investigation* 
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Si# term regular teacher of Spanish refers to an ele-

mentary teacher who lias had a minima® of twelve college 

hours in Spanish. It means here one who did not partici-

pate in the in-service educational program of this 

Investigation. 

$h© terra. Initial period of Instruction as used la this 

study refer® to the first nine hours of instruction in 

Spanish given in the fourth grade fey the teachers partici-

pating in this investigation. 

fhe term experimental group of pupils refers to the 

group of fourth-grade pupils who were taught hy experi-

mental teachers of Spanish as defined above, 

fhe term control group of minila as used in this study 

refers to the group of fourth-grade pupils who were taught 

hy regular teachers as previously defined. 

The initials FLBS refer to the "Foreign Language Pro-

gram in the Elementary School.w 

the test achievement testa as used In this investiga-

tion refers to the tests that were prepared to measure the 

achievement of fourth-grade pupils who were beginning the 

study of Spanish. 

Delimitations of the Study 

The study was delimited as followst 
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1. Data for this study were collected during the 

scholastic year 1958-1959 i& the fort Wortht Texas » Public 

Elementary School®. 

2. fhe two groups of pupils involved in this investi-

gation were equated only with respect to the knowledge of 

Spanish which they possessed prior to the beginning of this 

investigation* 

3. fhe pupils involved in this study received a total 

of eighteen hours of instruction. 

#. fhe teachers who participated in the iB-servte® 

educational program received approximately sixteen hour# 

of instruction. 

5* The achievement tests used in this study were 

designed to measure aural comprehension of Spanish. 

6. The achievement tests used in this study were not 

standardized in the usual sense of the word* their only 

standardization was with reference to a single group of 

pupils who did not participate in the program in any other 

way. 

Procedures 

Pursuant to the purpose of this study, the following 

procedures were used in collecting and comparing data* 

1. A Spanish in-service educational program was 

organized sad conducted for thirteen experimental teachers 
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of Spanish during the scholastic year 1956-1959 in the pub-

lic elementary schools of Fort Worth, Texas• 

2* Thirteen regular teachers of Spanish in the fourth 

grade in the fort Worth, Texas» Public Schools were 

selected to participate is this investigation. 

3» The group of experimental teachers of Spanish and 

the group of regular teachers of Spanish were asked to 

teach beginning Spanish to their respective pupils twice 

each week in periods of twenty aimrtes for a total of 

eighteen hours. 

4. Both groups of teachers were asked to administer 

to their respective pupils according to a fixed schedule 

three separate Spanish tests that were prepared for this 

investigation# The preparation of these tests is fully 

described on page 88, and the tests are Included in the 

Appendix. 

5. The first of these teste was administered by both 

groups of teachers to their respective pupils in September, 

1958. 

6. Both groups of teacher® began teaching Spanish to 

their respective pupils in October, 1958. 

?• The second test was administered by both groups of 

teachers to their respective pupils in January, 1959• after 

the pupils had received a total of nine hours of instruc-

tion in Spanish. 
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S* The third test was administered by both, groups of 

teachers to their respective pupils in Bay* 1959» after the 

pupils had received a total of eighteen hours of instruc-

tion in Spanish. 

9* An analysis was made of the September achievement 

score© of each group to determine which students already 

possessed a significant knowledge of Spanish* The scores 

achieved by the pupils thus Identified were not Included in 

any statistical calculations in this investigation* 

10. The hypotheses stated previously in the section 

entitled "Statement of the Problem" were converted into the 

following null hypotheses* 

a# There was no significant difference between the 

January mean achievement scores of the pupils taught by the 

experimental Spanish teachers and the January mean scores 

of the pupils taught by the regular Spanish teachers* 

b* There was no significant difference between the 

Hay mean achievement scores of the pupils taught by the 

experimental Spanish teachers and the Hay mean scores of 

the pupils taught by the regular Spanish teachers* 

11* The mean and standard deviation of the September 

scores of both the experimental group of pupils and the 

control group of pupils were then calculated. 
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12* The critical ratio technique w m used to deter-

mine Aether there was any significant difference between 

the two groups before instruction began. 

13# 51i© mean and standard deviation of the January 

sets of scores obtained fro® both groups of pupils were 

calculated. 

14, She critical ratio technique was used again to 

determine the significance of the difference between the 

achievement scores of the two groups of pupils after nine 

hours of instruction# 

15# !She mean and standard deviations of the two seta 

of Hay scores ware calculated. 

16, The critical ratio technique was used a third 

time to determine the significance of the difference 

between the achievement scores of the two groups of pupils 

after eighteen hours of instruction. 

12 

17* fhe following formula was used to determine the 

significance of the difference between the various sets of 

scores collected from the achievement tests? 
M — M 

CR= _i i 
J: + - 1 1 Nf< Mr I 

^Helen W. Walker. Elementary Statistical Methods 
(Hew Tork, 19*}), p. 288: 
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The procedures stated above mad# it possible to 

determine (1) which group of pupils achieved more during 

the first nine hows of instruction in Spanish; (2) which 

group of pupils achieved more during the second nine hours 

of instruction| (5) whether the achievement of the two 

respective groups of pupils was more nearly equal after 

they had been taught nine hours or after they had been 

taught eighteen hours. 

Basic Assumptions 

The basic assumptions of this research were as fol-

lows! 

1. the teachers who participated in this investiga-

tion were reasonably representative of all the elementary 

teachers in the Port Worth Public Schools during the 

scholastic year 1958-1959. Ho unusual or unique method 

of selecting teachers was used. 

2. The pupils in the experimental and control groups 

in this investigation were reasonably representative of all 

the fourth-grade pupils of the schools in which they were 

enrolled* fo unique or unusual method was employed to 

select the pupils b@yond the fact that they were members 

of the classes of the teachers who had volunteered to 

participate in this investigation. 
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Background of the Study 

She study of foreign language is a part of both the 

elementary and secondary school curricula of the fort Worth 

ft&Ue Schools* la the senior high schools, which embrace 

grades tea, eleven, and twelve, foreign language study 1# 

offered in all three years as an elective subject. In 

order to use it to satisfy high school graduation require-

ments, a student is permitted to offer a minimum of one 

credit in any one foreign language. Students who plan to 

study foreign, languages in college are usually advised by 

their guidance counselors to study the same language for a 

minimum of three years in high school# la the Junior high 

schools foreign language study Is offered on an accredited 

"basis in the ninth grade. A student who successfully com-

pletes a foreign language course in this grade is permitted 

to enroll in the second-year class upon entering senior 

high school* In the seventh gradet the first grade of the 

junior high school division, an exploratory course in 

foreign languages is offered* As its name implies,, this 

course is designed to acquaint the student with the general 

nature of foreign language study and to assist him and his 

counselor in planning his future courses# Although'a stu-

dent is still at liberty to elect foreign language, he is 

usually advised to continue with the study only if he shows 

some aptitude for it. 
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French, Latin, and Spanish are the only foreign 

languages that are offered in the Fort Worth Public Schools 

at the present time* Spanish is the only foreign language 

that is offered in the elementary grades# Although the 

study of Spanish is definitely a part of the elementary 

curriculum, it is not continuously offered in all of the 

elementary schools because of the fact that language 

teachers are not always available* When a principal is 

unable to find competent teachers of Spanish on his 

faculty, he is relieved from tha obligation *o offer the 

language. 

When pupils who have studied Spanish for one or more 

years in the elementary grades enroll in the junior high 

schools, an effort i© made to place them in classes in 

which there are other pupils who have had similar language 

experience* In eases where this procedure is Impracticalf 

teachers seels: to enrich the regular Spanish course of study 

for them* 

The policy of including Spanish in the curriculum of 

the elementary schools of Fort Worth is in harmony with the 

practices of other schools of Texas, and with the general 

plan of foreign language study throughout the United States. 

Although the number of schools offering programs of foreign 

language® in the elementary grades varies from year to 

year, there has been a phenomenal growth observed in recent 
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years. As Thompson and Haaalaiaea point out, however, the 

elementary language programs begun in the last decade 

should, still be considered experimental, since some pro-

grans are discontinued and ©there are initiated each 

13 

year. ̂  

Several different modern foreign languages are taught 

in the various elementary schools of the nation. As 

Thompson and Hamalaimen further imply, there are important 

circumstances in the communities that influence the choice 

of which particular language should he taught.^ ©a® 

policy of including the study of Spanish in the elementwey 

schools of Texas is understandable ia view of the fact that 

Texas has a coaaoa. frontier with Mexico and lies close to 

other Latin-American countries* Squally significant is the 

fact that the cultural heritage of the state in part can be 

traced to the days when Texas was a part of Mexico. Too, 

Texas industry# particularly agriculture, depends to a 

large extent ©n Mexican laborers. Annually thousands of 

Mexican citizens migrate into Texas to work during the 

harvest season. It is estimated that approximately 20 per 

cent of the entire population of the state is composed of 

Spani sh~speaking peopleAlthough the heaviest 
i* 
^Thompson and Hamalainen, op. cit.« pp. 7, 8. 

14Ibld.. p. 12. 

l h m m Almanac (Dallas, 1956), p. 62. 
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concentration of this group of citizens Is in the southern 

part of the state, there are Latin-iusiericans found la vir-

tually every part of Texas, and they are represented in all 

the types of industry and professions in which other citi-

zens engage. 

In 1925 the Texas State Legislature enacted a civil 

statute, amended in 19^7* authorising the teaching of 

Spanish in the elementary grades of Texas and providing 
Ig 

free textbooks. 

The Fort Worth Public School system is only one of 

many systems in which interest has been shorn in teaching 

Spanish in the elementary grades* In many schools of the 

Southwest the study of Spanish is definitely a part of the 

elementary curriculum. In some cities such as 11 Paso, 

Texas, San Diego» California, and Carlsbad, Hew Kexico, 

there seems to be a practical need for an elementary grade 

Spanish program because of a large population of Latin-

Americans* In such cities the language program may be 

instrumental in Improving human relations, as well as 

providing another useful means of eoaimunieation. ̂  In 

other cities, such as Port Worth, Texas, there is a greater 

disparity in the population of English and Spanish-speaking 

16 
Texas State Legislature, Public School Law. 

Bulletin No. 587 (Austin, 1956)/Article' 2§11 XT" 
V7 
'Thompson and Haaalainen, QM* elfr.* pp. 12-13. 
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ethnic groups and the need for facility in speaking Spanish 

i® generally less acute. Only in certain areas of the eity 

and under particular circumstances, such as in emergencies 

involving persons who haw recently come to the United 

States, is a speaking knowledge of Spanish a necessity* for 

Snglish is spoken by the great majority of the residents of 

Port Worth. However, Spanish is definitely a part of the 

elementary school curriculum in Texas, and therefore pro-

visions are made for teaching it in the Port Worth Public 

Schools. 

The study of Spanish in the fort Worth Public Schools 

includes all the activities associated with communication* 

such m phonics, language usage» oral and written composi-

tion, literature, spelling, and writing. In the typical 

daily schedule in the elementary school© a period of 110 

minutes is allowed for language arts# This block of time 

includes English, spelling, writing* and reading. Although 

there appears to be no official policy specifying the 

length of time that should be devoted to the study of 

Spanish, the general practice is to limit the actual 

teaching to approximately forty minutes each w e e k . T h e 

usual plan is to proportion the time into four or five 

sessions during the week. In addition to actual 

^Teacher's Handbook (Port Worth, Texas, 1950), p. 26. 
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instruction in the language itself, related studies of the 

cultural aspect© of Spanish-speaking peoples are made la 

th® social science studies course and in the music and art 

courses* 

fhe generally accepted purpose of teaching Spanish in 

fort Worth is wto teach appreciation and understanding of 

our neighboring people with some simple usage in pronuncia-

tion rather than an elaborate technical course in 
iq 

Spanish.* ' Within the latitude of the curriculum, how-

ever, the practices vary somewhat, for there is no definite 

and prescribed course of study which all teachers are 

required to follow, She same state-adopted textbook is 

used by all teachers of the same grade, hut the extent of 

the material beyond the textbook is determined by the 

teachers and principals of the various schools as circua-

stances and opportunities permit* In some el@neats.ry 

schools in fort Worth, Spanish is taught at a definitely 

scheduled period; in other schools it i® taught when it 

appears most logical to do so. The plan followed by cer-

tain school© is to devote two twenty-ainute periods each 

week to the study of Spanish. The following excerpts from 

an intermediate grades schedule indicate® the ti»@-

allotment and subject correlation typical of all the 
19ibia.* p. 41. 

mailto:el@neats.ry
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schedules followed in the elementary school® In Fort 

Worth.20 

TA2IS 2 

IlfllBEDjUfI GRADES SCHSBBLB SHOWING OTXCAL 
TIME-ALLOTKMf A M SUBJJSOf GpHBS&ASXGff* 

Sections 

fine Teacher A * J5 • c. D. ; 1. F. a. 

4A 4» 40 4D m m 

2:45 

3i40 

^Spell 

Writ. 

Span* 

Spell 

Writ. 

Span. 

Spell 

Writ. 

Span. 

Spell 

Writ. • 

Span, 

Spell 

Writ.• 

Span. 

Spell 

Writ. 

Span. 

Spell 

Writ. 

Span. 

•Source: Teacher's Handbook (fort Worth, fexas, 
1950), p. 26. 

Kany persons assist in administering and supervising 

"the instructional program of the elementary division of the 

Port Worth Public Schools. Among this group are included 

the superintendent of schools, the assistant superintendent 

of schools in charge of elementary schools, the director of 

curriculum and research, his assistant, eight area and 

special consultants, and the principals. The area con-

sultants are responsible for the instructional program in 

designated areas of the city, while the special consultants 

20Ibid., p. 26. 
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are responsible for the instructional curricular areas for 

tli© entir® system# The curriculum and research department 

is under the immediate supervision of one director# The 

principal is always the chief administrator ant supervisor 

of all the activities of the specific school. The 

responsibility for the operation for all these functions 

is vested in the assistant superintendent in charge of the 

elementary schools, under the general supervision of the 

superintendent of schools# 

The area and special consultants visit the schools 

regularly and assist the teachers in every way possible# 

Among their activities are included the procurement of 

supplemental teaching materials and conducting workshops 

and in-service educational programs. 

The Port Worth Public School System provides an annual 

educational workshop for the principals and the members of 

the supervisory staff. In these workshops, a study is made 

of various educational problems. Typical of these problems 

are: (1) school management, (2) pupil accounting, 

(3) curriculum organization and supervision. 

Among the professional organizations of principals and 

supervisors in the Port Vorth Public School System is the 

Elementary Principals Association. Bach year this organi-

sation studies some particular phase of education. In the 

academic year 1958-1959 a study was made of the problem of 
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the rapid learner. As a part of this study, a committee ©f 

principals mad# a special study of Spanish in the ele-

mentary schools. 

Consistent with the practises followed in the Port 

Worth Public Schools, a series of ia-service educational 

meetings is held daring each academic year for the teaching 

staff of the Fort Worth Public School System. The purpose 

of these meetings is to improve the instructional program* 

fh® Spanish in-service educational prograa used in the 

present investigation was in harmony with the principles 

and procedures followed in the general ia-ssnie® educa-

tional program of the Fort Worth Public Schools. 

Value of the Study 

fh© public schools of the United States are the 

conscious agents of the people for educating youth. 1%® 

acceptance of this responsibility requires that the public 

schools be sensitive to the needs of the society which they 

serve. Such needs are many and varied, and in recent years 

new conditions have added to their complexity. Certain 

problems have arisen which challenge school officials. 

The events of recent years have contributed to a grow-

ing interest in foreign languages. One of the new 

developments arising from this interest is the introduction 

of modern foreign language teaching in the elementary 
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grades, fiiis development has presented school officials 

with many practical problem®, oat of which is that of 

supplying a sufficient amber of competent foreign language 

teachers* 

Store have been several suggested solutions to this 

problem# On© solution suggested was the proposal to us® a 
21 

special foreign language in-service educational program, 

fhe public school® have a professional obligation to 

evaluate any proposal before adopting it m a school prac-

tice-* This obligation laplies two procedures! 

first, the feasibility of organising a foreign 

language in-service educational program should be estab-

lished. Much effort and time are required on the part of 

teachers who participate in such an enterprise, and school 

officials have the responsibility of determining whether 

this added undertaking is deleterious to their welfare and 

general professional efficiency. 

Second| the effectiveness of a foreign language 

In-service educational program should be evaluated* The 

public schools have the obligation to maintain competent 

instruction in all areas of the curriculum, and if the 

study of modem foreign languages is placed la the ele-

mentary curriculum, it should be conducted in accordance 

with the best educational principles. 
21HacBae, g£. cit.t p. 11. 
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Thus, a study of a foreign language in-service 

educational program may result in a tetter understanding 

of the problem of teacher education, and thus improve the 

instructional program of public schools. 

The foreign language in-ae-rrie© educational program 

was proposed to assist elementary teachers who had little 

previous preparation in foreign languages to overcome some 

of the obstacles with which they are confronted. These 

obstacles or professional problems are of two general 

classifications! (1) the acquisition or improvement of 

the techniques of language instruction, and (2) the 

acquisition or improvement ©f linguistic skills* 

An analytical evaluation of the achievement of pupils 

who have been taught by teachers who have participated in a 

foreign language in-service educational program may assist 

school administrators to appraise the quality of laatroo* 

tion being given in the elementary schools* 

A study of this foreign language in-service educa-

tional program may be of value as followsi 

1# School officials will become more aware ©f the 

problems associated with conducting such a program* 

2» School officials will have an additional basis for 

evaluating the effectiveness of such a program in terms of 

classroom instruction* 
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3. fMs investigation should provide information for 

further study in tlx© field of education for t@ach.ers of 

foreign languages, 

mailto:t@ach.ers


CHAPTER II 

SKLA4&D LITlfiAftJHS 

In the study of the literature related to the present 

investigation interest was centered in three separate but 

related areas* In the first of these areas, interest w m 

focused ©11 in-service education, and an effort was made to 

gain information and increased knowledge and understanding 

in this field of teacher training. Particularly, aore 

knowledge was sought concerning the purposes and organisa-

tion of in-service education. la the second area of the 

related literature, interest was centered on the teaching 

©f modem foreign languages in the elementary grades. In 

this area there were three concerns ahout which further 

understanding was sought. These concerns were based on 

three specific questionst (1) Why should foreign languages 

he taught in the elementary grades? (2) What methods of 

instruction are most efficient for teaching foreign 

languages to young children? (5) If a foreign language 

program in the elementary grades is desirable, how can it 

he established and made to function? The literature 

reviewed concerning the validity of the idea of teaching a 

second language in the elementary school was largely 

50 
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theoretical in nature, and varying points of view were dis-

covered* Concerning methodology, the readings found were 

centered around the psychology ©f language learning, and in 

this area numerous research studies were found which seewtd 

to apply to the present investigation# Of primary interest 

in the literature was that of teacher supply. The particu-

lar aspect of this interest concerned prospective teachers 

who have had only minimum training in foreign languages, 

She third area of related readings contained studies 

dealing with the construction of foreign language tests. 

Inasmuch as the present study was to include a series of 

measurements of pupil achievement, eua early need was felt 

for tests that would "be objective and impersonal measuring 

instruments. More knowledge concerning foreign language 

test construction and adaini stration was sought in a study 

of available tests and other related literature* 

Thompson and Hamalainen posed several questions to fee 

considered by those who contemplate the inauguration of the 

foreign language program in the elementary grades. On#-of 

these questions concerned the goals of education that could 

be realized through the proposed program. A second ques-

tion was whether the purposes or goals of the program could 

be accomplished more effectively by other seans# A third 

question was whether the program could be included in the 

present curriculum in view of the scarcity of qualified 
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foreign language teachers.1 Similar questions reported by 

M a d formed the basis of a discussion, at a meeting of the 

Modem Language Association held in 1955. According to 

Lind, the discussion at the conference ©entered around such 

Issues of the foreign language problem as; (1) the value 

of the program; (2) the necessary teacher supply; (5) meth-

odology of foreign language instruction; (4) the u m of 

sseeh&mical devices irx teaching foreign languages; and 

(5) the necessary requirements for such a program^ funda-

mental to the whole question is a consideration of the 

value of foreign language study. If the program ie of 

little or no value, any amount of time and effort that is 

spent in putting it into operation,. however small it may 

be, is too much* On the contrary, if the program is valu-

able, it seems logical that sufficient means should be 

found to develop it to its fullest potential* 

Selvi reported an experiment to determine whether the 

study of a foreign language could prove to be of value to 

pupils in public elementary schools. He indicated in his 

report that he felt that at the present time international 

consciousness should receive more emphasis in schools than 

ie now the case, and that a study of foreign languages 

^Thompson and Hamalainen, gj>. cit. * pp, 8-9. 

2M. Lind, "living Languages for the Elementary 
School," Educational Record, XJXfXX (April, 1956), 126-136. 
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would help pupil8 obtain an understanding of the culture 

and background of other nations which would "be valuable to 

them# With reference to the question of when the study of 

foreign languages should "begin, his assumption was that the 

study should begin while the children are young, although a 
% 

specific age was not mentioned. 

Stressing similar flew®, Andersson indicated that the 

two— or three-year program commonly found in secondary 

schools did not provide enough time for the students to 

learn to speak a foreign language* He indicated that the 

optimum time for beginning the teaching of foreign language 

is when the child is in the elementary grades. 

Girard also held similar views, indicating that only 

by starting the study early in school could children have 

sufficient time to attain a reasonable mastery of a foreign 

language, and that the study of foreign language® could fee 

Introduced in the elementary grades easily became# the 

elementary curriculum is flexible.^ 

^Arthur M. Selvi, "Experiment Introducing Modem 
Language Activities in the Elementary School,* Education! 
Administration and Supervision* XXXVII (May, 19! 
3W-

^Andersson, fbe teaching of foreign Languages, p. 9. 

- ''Daniel P# Girard and Herbert F. A. Smith, "Foreign 
Languages in the Elementary Schools?" Journal of the 
~ *' * "* 'm* - ' " Association, XLIY (Hay, 19557,^70-271. 
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Commenting further on the pl&oe to begin foreign 

language study, Andersson held that the study of foreign 

languages could be considered a part of the language arts 

study, which is sua integral part of the elementary school 

6 

curriculum. This position seems to have been based on the 

reasoning that since the term language arts embraces the 

study of all the sfcills associated with verbal communica-

tion, it includes the study of foreign languages. 

A similar view of the FLBS was offered by Kaulfera and 

others who suggested that the study of a foreign language 

may be considered a part of the social sciences, fhey 

indicated that through foreign language study pupils may 

acquire a broader understanding of international affairs.? 

Girard pointed out that there is a close relationship 

between foreign language study and the fin® arte a® well as 

between foreign language study and the social studies*^ 

If it is granted that there is a value in the FLBS 

program, the reasonableness of the program must yet be 

established. Research was sought to determine this reason-

ableness or validity. . fhe following questions arose: 

Would pupils ©f elementary age be adversely affected by 
6 
Andersson, fhg? Teaching of Foreign Languages. pp. 40-

41. 
7 
'Walter V. Kaulfers and others, goraian Lam; 

iS American Education (lew fork, 1942}, pj>Y 6$3DSl. 
8Girard and Smith, 0£. cit., pp. 270-271. 
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foreign language study? Is childhood the period in which 

foreign languages ©an be taught most advantageously? 

The period between the sixth and twelfth year is a key 

period in the life of a child. There are many develop-

mental tasks confronting M m during this period, such as 

family relationship problems, physical growth, and becoming 

accustomed to school experiences. Adding a new discipline 

such as foreign language study to a child's educational 

task is a matter of considerable concern, and as much 

information as possible was secured from the literature on, 

the subject. Different points of view were found in the 

literature. 

the first years haw been sometimes described by 

various writers as a period during which children are rela-

tively calm emotionally, having solved many of their 

earlier problems and not yet having encountered those that 

sometimes occur in adolescence. Another position seems to 

have been taken by Gesell and Ilg who characterize the 

sixth year of childhood as one in which noticeable changes 

occur.^ During the first years of school many writers 

observe an increased interest in various forms of explora-

tion or experimentation. One of the fields of experimenta-

tion during this period which is noted by several writers 

9Arnold Gesell and Frances L. Xlsu She Child from five 
to fgn (New Tork, 1946), pp. 88-150. : ' 
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is in the realm of language when children frequently use 

various forma of play language such as "pig-Latin." Such 

an observation was mad® by Girard who called attention to 

the phenomenon of inventing Mlanguages" which often occurs 
10 

during the pre-a&olesoenc© period# 

$h© articulation of foreign sounds and the speaking of 

a foreign language without excessive accent have long been 

subjects of interest to linguists# Students of oral 

language have been particularly interested in the area of 

pronunciation. More understanding in this area was sought 

in the literature. In a closely guarded statement, Hobbs 

conceded that during childhood there is found better 

linguistic flexibility than is usually found during later 

years, and that this period is conducive to easy direct 

learning of second language concepts# The choice of the 

exact time to begin foreign language study, he observed, 

may well depend on the purposes or objective® sought.^ 

With reference to the ease of learning the proper linguis-

tic intonations or accent in childhood, the implication 

given was that there are other important factors in 

language learning that should b© considered carefully. 

10Girard and Smith, ££. clt«» pp. 270-271. 
11 
Nicholas Hobbs, "Child Development and Language 

Learning," School and Society. MX?Ill (July, 1953), 17-
20. 
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for a child who has 001a® language difficulty, it would 

probably he injudicious to study a foreign language. 

If it is granted that childhood id the heat time for 

acquiring a near native intonation, it does not follow that 

foreign language study is appropriate in the elementary 

grades. There remains the question of the relative value 

of a correct accent or intonation compared with other 

aspects of language learning* Hobbs pointed out the incon-

sistency of overe&phasising the nicety of correct 

intonation If the chief purpose of studying a foreign 

12 

language is that of learning to communicate. 

The linguistic phenomenon of bilingualisa was offered 

by Tomb as evidence that children learn foreign languages 

readily.^ In observation made by Tomb, based on an 

experience in India, emphasized the intuitive capacity of 

children to learn several languages simultaneously. He 

reported that there had been found in parts of Bengal 

three- and four-year-old English children who were multi-

lingual. With their parents, the children spoke Snglish; 

with their nurses, Bengali1 with workmen around the home, 

either Hindustani or Santall. Their parents, however, 

12Ibld. 

w. Tomb, w0n the Intuitive Capacity of Children 
to Understand Spoken Language," British Journal of 

~ ~ " cited in Psychology. Ifl, Part I (July, 1925)* 531 
Andersson, The Teaching; of foreign Languages, p. 29. 
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barely spoke enough of these foreign tongues to give staple 

direction® t© their employees* the children frequently 

served as interpreters when it was necessary for the adults 

14 

to converse with the servants. 

fhe validity of the evidence of bilingualis® a® proof 

that young children in elementary school should he taught a 

second language * however, is not well established. Bongers 

has presented certain problems that arise when a child is 

confronted with the task of learning a second language 

before he has firmly established the speech patterns of his 

native language.^ He reported that research done by Bovet 

tended to support the conclusion that the development of 

personality is retarded, and that school grades are 

adversely affected when children learn two or more foreign 
16 

languages simultaneously. This conclusion, it was con-

ceded, was based on such insufficient data that it could 

not be considered general and definite.^ 

The question concerning the achievement which pupils 

who have studied foreign languages in the elementary school 
1 4ssm-

Bongere, "Teaching Moiiern Languages to the 
Elementary-Schoo1 Child," Muo&tional Hesearch Bulletin, 
m i l (September 16, 1955)! 

•^Tbid., citing P. Bovet, "Les Problernes 
Peychologiques et Pedagogiques poses par le bilingualisme." 

iyibid> 
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make la other subject areas appears to be important in the 

consideration of a foreign language program# Of special 

Importance is the achievement la subsequent courses la the 

same language* $he conclusions drawn from an ©valuation of 

such achievement records could be useful la evaluating the 

foreign language program in the elementary grades. It 

appears that If it could be shown that pupils do not profit 

significantly in subsequent language study from the study 

of languages in the elementary grades, the foreign language 

program would have to be justified on some basis other than 

the attainment of linguistic skill# Moreover, it appears 

that if it could be shown that pupils who study foreign 

languages in the elementary grades achieve significantly 

aore in subsequent language courses than pupils who have 

not had this experience, this fact would tend to justify 

the elementary language program. Conversely* it seems that 

if it could be shown that the study of foreign languages 

could be detrimental to the study of other subjects, such 

as English, science, and mathematics, its place in the 

elementary tmrrieuluxa would be considered questionable. 

In a research reported by Justman, involving both 

student® of Spanish and French, a study was made of their 

achievement scores in these languages.1,8 $h® pupils who 

Joseph Justman and Martin L. lash, "The Sigh School 
Achievement of Pupils Who Mere and Were lot Introduced to 
a Foreign Language in Slementary School,n 
Journal« XL (March, 1956), 120-123, 
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studied French. In the elementary grades were placed in a 

high school ©lass with matched pupils who h»d not don# so 

but had completed the immediately preceding course* $h© 

achievement scores of the two groups were not significantly 

different, but the pupils who had been advanced in their 

language study generally scored lower than the other 

pupils, However, the pupils who had studied French in the 

elementary grades but were not given advanced standing, 

scored somewhat higher than matched pupils. Still, the 

difference reported was not considered by Justman to be 

significant* la the case of Spanish the results seemed to 

Justman to favor the elementary s t u d y . l a both paired 

groups there was a significant difference in Spanish 2 

in the direction of those who had previously studied 

Spanish in the elementary grades# Justman*s conclusions 

in effect were that there is not, in the case of French, 

any apparent advantage in studying French in the elementary 

school with respect to achievement in high schoolj but in 

the case of Spanish, pupils who studied the language in the 

elementary grades made better grades in high school during 

the first term than matched pupils who did not* This 

advantage, Justman believed, is not permanent»20 

19 Ibid. 

20Ibid. 
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The question whether there is a danger that the native 

speech patterns of a young child might toe impaired if he 

attempts to learn a second language before he ha® mastered 

M s own language was partly answered by Andersson. He 

reported research that revealed that an average child of 

fire years has an understanding vocabulary of 2,072 words, 

and that the understanding vocabulary of a first-grade 

child as measured by a test devised by Seashore and 

21 

Sckerson, Is estimated to be 24,000 words» from these 

data Andersson concluded that ©vea a first-grade child has 

already secured a sufficient command of his native language 

so that the introduction of a second language would not 

^ 8 e r t 0 U S U W i c « 

Increased knowledge of the relationship between 

intelligence and achievement In foreign languages was 

sought in the literature# If it could be shown that a 

higher degree of intelligence is required to learn a 

foreign language than is required to learn other verbal 

subject matter, more validity, it seems( would be given to 

the plan of permitting only the academically talented 

pupils to participate in the foreign language program* 

Conversely, if it could be shown that there is little or 

21 
Mdersson, The fftftcHsg fi£ foreign Lanpnaages, p. 28. 

22 
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a© correlation between the two elements, greater validity , 

it seems, would be given to Andersson's position that 

foreign language study should be cons id® red a part of the 

common learning.*^ 

The question of the content of a foreign language pro-

gram arosej for there oould he a wide difference of opinion 

concerning what is meant "by "learning" a foreign language* 

Agard and Dunkel appeared to have considered the relativity 

of this concept when they described it as a Hli»@ formed by 

& continuous seizes of points" varying from a complete 

mastery of the language to only a slight acquaintance with 

it»2^ ©lis seemed to reconcile somewhat the difference 

between the idea of learning to use a language within cer-

tain well-defined limits and gaining something like mastery 

of a language, fhe question then arises whether there 

night be a relationship between intelligence and achieve-

ment in foreign languages. If there is a positive cor-

relation between these tw©» it seems reasonable to assume 

that there would be a positive correlation between the 

achievement grades made in foreign languages and those made 

in other language arts# Kesearch was found that gave more 

information on these points. 

*^Ibid., pp. 40, 41. 

Frederick B. Agard and Harold B. Dunkel, An 
Investigation of Second Language Teaching: (Dallas* 1946), 
P* 
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Calient sought to determine the relationship between 

grades mad® by students la French, German, and Spanish* and 

intelligence quotient®, English Placement test Scores, and 

English grades.2** The correlation of the foreign language 

grades and intelligence quotients was found to he .211. 

& © correlation of foreign language test grades and the 

English. Placement test grades was given as #487* -Phe cor-

relation between foreign language grades and grades mad© in 

ingliish was .558. 

These data led Tallent t© conclude that the chances of 

predicting whether a student would do equally well @r 

poorly in foreign language® as he does on a test of mental 
26 

ability were uncertain. w Another conclusion was that the 

higher correlation of achievement in foreign languages and 

on the English Placement feet suggested greater assurance 

of equal performance by the students, There were insuffi-

cient grounds, however, to make a definite prediction of 

performance. The .55® correlation indicated to Tallent 

that there was some relationship between achievement in 

foreign languages and in English; that ig to say, a student 

who does well or poorly in one of these variables is likely 

to do approximately the same in the other. 

B# finsor Tallent, "Three Coefficients of Correla-
tions that Concern Modern foreign Languages," 

Journal« XIII (Kay, 1958), 591-594. 
26lbid. 
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fhese Interpretations tend to discredit the proposal 

to limit foreign language study to the academically 

talented, fhey teat to support the proposal to offer 

foreign languages to all pupils with the implied under-

standing that the pupil® who profit most from other 

academic studies requiring verbal learning will also 

profit most from the study of languages. 

Methods 

In order to discuss in so®© detail the techniques 

found in the literature for teaching foreign languages la 

the elementary grades} two mala topics have been developed*. 

(1) the aural-oral approach to language study and (2) the 

use of audio-visual adds. 

the aural-oral approach to language study has been 

discussed at length, since it has been found in virtually 

all of the elementary programs that have been investigated. 

As its name implies, the aural-oral approach to language 

learning i® made with relatively little recourse to written 

materials, especially in the introductory period of study* 

The initial contact the pupils have with the language is, 

for the most part, through hearing it spoken# This intro-

ductory period has been found to vary in length among the 

various school® where this method ha® been used, but in all 
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eases investigated, it lias preceded the introduction of the 

reading program# 

The aural-oral method is not a single process, for 

there are two distinct hut related activities involved in 

it, namely, hearing and speaking. Them are many component 

elements in aural comprehension**^ froa as experiment by 

Garmiehael, Mogan, and Walter on the effect of language on 

visually perceived form, Dunkel stated that perception by 

means of the sense organs is affected by the meaning con-
28 

veyed by the perception. This position, apparently, was 

"based on the proposition that there appeared to he some 

positive correlation between auditory acuity and aural 

comprehension, This relationship has seemed to be of some 

significance in the consideration of the aural-oral aethod 

©f teaching foreign languages, for it Implies, apparently, 

that perception is related positively to a pupil*g accuracy 

in hearing. Since a beginning pupil aust depend entirely 

on what he hears under this method, It becomes increasingly 

important that he hear only correct pronunciation. 

In the literature several observations were found that 

pertained to the sequential steps in the aural-oral aethod 

of instruction* These steps or activities were, first, the 
2>n> 
'Harold B. Dunkel, Second-Language Learning (Boston, 

1948), pp« 41—60• 
28Ibid.. p. 50* 
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perception of sound$ second, recognition of worts and sen-

tences a® such; and third, obtaining the meaning of the 

expression without the consciousness of individual words 

or word-groups* As will he noted later, this sequence was 

followed in some of the language programs included in this 

review. 

The oral aspect of the aural~oral method of teaching 

has "been observed to consist of two sain divisional 

(1) pronunciation and (2) patterns of speech. Although 

some caution against over-emphasis on pronunciation skills 

has been expressed,2^ in eveiy program investigated the 

importance of correct pronunciation in language study was 

heavily emphasized. Since oxm of the fund&aeatal tenets 

of the aural-oral method is that young children have a 

great ability to imitate the sounds they hear, a definite 

part of all the programs included in this investigation 

seems to have been given to the acquisition of correot 

pronunciation, The methods of accomplishing this goal 

have been found to vary under different circumstances. 

Brandenburg reported that the application of the science 

of phoneaics to the teaching of elementary Spanish was 

used in one plan employed at the University of Texas. 

^Bongers( cit., pp. 144-150. 

^°Hugh Brandenburg, "Beginning Spanish Techniques," 
unpublished paper read before Lone Star Chapter of Teachers 
of Spanish and Portuguese, Fort Worth, Texas, March 1%, 
1959. 
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The aim of this endeavor appear® to be that of helping the 

students fix firmly la their minds & classification of the 

speech sounds of the foreign language, the first step in 

establishing this classification implies a formal study of 

th® physiological apparatus of articulation. After acquir-

ing th® mental concept of articulation, th# student is 

encouraged to make th® vocal sounds before hearing the 

teacher make them. Apparently, the purpose for this pro-

cedure i® to enable a student to produce correct weal 

sounds without resorting to the direct imitation of the 

teacher* s pronunciation. 

In discussing the possible revisions in classroom 

instruction, Angiolillo wrote that it is believed that 

emphasis placed on the aural-oral work at the beginning 

of foreign language study is important."*1 Johnson, in 

writing about some of the implications contained in an 

intensive study of French, reported that recordings could 

be used by the pupils both in and out of the classroom to 

gain experience in 'hearing the living language. 

fhe problem of grammar has long been a lively issue in 

th® teaching of foreign languages# Some of the questions 

31 
leaching; (New York, 1947) 

Paul F.^A^iolillo, orces * Foreign Lanffua&e 

x? 
liaura B. Johnson, "Some Implications of the Inten-

sive Language Program for the Classroom Teacher," trench 
~ " r, XVII (Kay, 1944), 561-366. " — * 
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that have provoked much discussion la the past, such aa 

that of mental discipline, have disappeared frost the 

literature, but some consideration of the function of 

grammar is either stated or implied in present language 

programs in the elementary grades# Smphaaiss on the func-

tion of grammar rather than on morphology and syntax has 

been observed in the literature* fiirele® Indicated that 

the study of Spanish grammar in an appropriate fora is 

desirable in the elementary grades, but that ©»pha$ls 

should not be placed on it in the first part of the 

course*^ It was his thinking that it should be stressed 

in some detail only after the language has been learned 

reasonably well# He advocated that the rules of agreement 

and verb conjugation should be Introduced in the fourth 

year of the study of Spanish in connection with reading, 

writing, and speaking. Chamberlain also seemed to take 

this position concerning the method of introducing grammar 

when he implied that grammatical inflections are learned 

best when they are presented in narrative form.^ In none 

of the language programs Investigated was there found a 

formal grammar method of instruction. 

"s. 1, Mir©lea, unpublished paper on the teaching of 
Spanish in the Corpus Ohristi, Texas, Schools, 1959. 

ZiL 
John L. Chamberlain, Jr., "Some Aids to Teaching a 

Spoken Foreign Lan«ua«e, * Kodern Laxurcajte Journal. XXXVIII 
(November, 195<0, 331-5*6. 
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The principle of language readiness w&a found to 

be operative In all eases examined. First, meaningful 

experiences in natural surroundings were planned before 

language instruction was begun* Language was studied in 

real life situations* The beginning vocabularies were 

found to center around situations and objects with which 

the beginners were already familiar* KacEae describes the 

first experience in the class thus: the teacher says "good 

morning" in Spanish and then in English. The pupils are 

encouraged to repeat this salutation. The teacher intro-

duces herself in Spanish, and then introduces one or more 

pupils.laving established some means of communication, 

the study continues in experience areas in which children 

generally manifest interest* Motivation is secured by 

including Spanish songs, dances, dramatinations, and other 

similar activities in the Spanish classes* Emphasis is 

always on the oral use of the language. 

The plan of teaching French in the elementary grades 

as described by de Sause, includes a variety of activities 

in language teaching, such as practice in listening, speak-

ing, reading, and writing.^6 This plan contains many of 

the features enumerated above* The teacher begins by 

^^Macfiae, 0£. pit*, p. 46. 

de Sauze, The Cleveland Plan for T 
French (Philadelphia, l35j). 
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teaching the children how to say in French salutations and 

the other common expressions of greet lag and leave-talcing* 

Iftar this , she Introduces oral trench la the classroom 

activities, fh© next step is to include oral French with 

reading and writlag* 

la Cleveland, Ohio, as reported by d® Satis© and 

Condon, the study of Spanish is begun la grade seven, fhe 

classroom procedure used appear® to he a combination of the 

aural-oral and reading methods similar t© the others 

described# During the first two weeks, a thorough study 

is made of the principles of pronunciation* During this 

period, English is used is the classroom, but after this 

period, the class is conducted in Spanish* 

Learning the pronunciation of vowels- is the.first step 

in the study ©f pronunciation* fhe position of the speech 

organs and the location of the sound area in which they are 

produced are presented by means of a diagram. Is soon as 

the pupils have gained a knowledge of how each vowel sound 

is made, they begin practicing the sounds* The teacher 

begins by pronouncing the vowels and then the pupils repeat 

them, the teacher then uses these vowels in words, then 

writes the words on the board and uses them for practice 

purposes* from the very first, the pupils are taught a few 

of the customary words and phrases used in greetings and on 

each succeeding day other eaepressions are introduced. 
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The pupils are introduced to reading and writing 

simultaneously during the first few day®. At first, words 

and short sentence® which have been previously studied are 

written on the hoard. In this way the introduction to the -

study of the first principles of grammar is made. 

Ji plan of teaching Spanish in the grades, as described 

by Baboook and Cooper« contemplated beginning the teaching 

of Spanish in grade three or four, after the pupils have 

already learned to read English.Although the aural-oral 

approach is used, reading is introduced at the very "begin-

ning of the program. At first, the pupils are directed to 

listen without consulting their books while the teacher 

pronounces the words in the lesson and reads the sentence® 

to them. The teacher then says the words and simple sen-

tences and the pupils repeat the® after her. After 

continuing the process for a short while, the pupils are 

directed to look at the printed page and find the printed 

symbols of the words they have ̂ ust heard and spoken* The 

teacher, is urged to use as little English as possible, 

pointing to the objects in the room or pictures in the bock 

^1. B. de Sauze and Testa Condon, The 
| m I M gtigM&g of Modern prflp 
Reference to Spanish (Philadelphia, 1953)* 

MIZ 
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and giving their Spanish equivalents. Dramatization is 

suggested as a method of giving meaning to the words. 

The usual words and phrases of greeting and leave-

taking are repeated dally until the pupils make them a 

part of their vocabulary. The pupil® are taught to drama-

tise situations involving the use of words and phrases 

which they have learned. The new words of each lesson ar® 

written on the hoard and divided into syllables for study. 

Some of the lessons or units in the beginning course 

are as follows: (1) the colors; (2) the numbers from one 

to ten; (3) the family; (%) the parts of the body: (5) the 

clothing; (6) the telling of tiae; (?) the classroom; 

(8) the months of the year? and (9) the calendar* There 

is provided a translation of the sentences in the basic 

reading material which may be used by th® pupils when the 

meaning is otherwise not clear to them# Children's song# 

in Spanish are provided, and the pupils are encouraged to 

sing, favorite games for children of Latin America are 

described, and children are encouraged to participate in 

playing them. 

The teaching plan described by Mireles^ similarly 

introduces Spanish in grade three, and it is continued 

1. f&reles and Jovita G, Kireles, 11 Uroanol 
* (Austin, Texas, 1949). 
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through grade eight. Oral use is encouraged from the 

first, the ultiiaate goal being to learn to speak the 

language «-

Mireles1 s plan introduces the oral materials from the 

beginning, and although the materials used are conducive to 

oral usage, apparently an attempt is made to associate the 

spoken word first with the written word while the pupil© 

listen* Shea the pupils are encouraged to read, or repeat 

after the teacher as much as they can. She lesson® are, it 

is reported, conducted in the Spanish language as far a® 

possible. 

Single words are ©elected from the lesson, and the 

pupils individually make sentences or phrases using each of 

the key words* fh# lessons begin with very easy material 

and increase in content as the course progresses* fh@ 

theory of this study seeas to he that by teaching a few 

simple words at first and learning them well, translation 

as such will be unnecessary, for the pupils will learn to 

think in Spanish. The vocabularies of each lesson or unit 

contain only a small number of high-freijaency words from 

certain published word-counts. 

Flash cards and other devices are recommended as means 

to assist the pupils in associating the written and spoken 

words with the objects portrayed. Motivation is increased 

by the us© of songs, games, realia, and notebooks. Some 
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©f the lessons or unite are "based on: (1) the hosaej 

(2) the school* and (3) play. Pupils are encouraged to 

m&k® original sentences and some use is made of dictation 

in Spanish.* 

- „ „ » w 
begins in the first grade and continues through the 

seventh. During the first two years, the pupils are not 

provided with any textbooks; the aural-oral approach t© 

language learning is used entirely* After the initial two-

year period of study, reading is added to the ©curse# la 

order to establish the essential similarities and dis-

similarities between this plan for the introduction of 

reading and the plans previously reviewed, an analysis ©f 

the Eivera plan for teaching Spanish in the third grade 

will he presented. 

Emphasis is placed on the oral use ©f Spanish, and a 

refinement of pronunciation is continually sought. Objects 

and pictures of objects are identified orally at first• 

fhen the Spanish equivalents of these words are written on 

the board• fhe teacher pronounces the words, analyzing the 

vowel and the consonantal sounds and their combinations* 

Words with different consonant® are then substituted for 

the first words written. Comparisons of the sounds of the 
4/5 

Carlos Bivera, Manual of Materials for Spanish in 
grade III (11 Paso, S«xa«, 1954). 
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different vowels are made. A constant review is mad# of 

the basic vowel sounds. 

Lists of the worts used by the students are made fey 

the teacher who assists the pupils to distinguish the 

various sound combination®* After a few lessons the pupils 

are encouraged to make notebook© containing pictures of the 

objects learned with the Spanish word# for the objects# 

Then the teacher writes short sentences on the hoard, and 

the pupil® read th« with him* The teacher points out 

various words and the pupils read these words with him. 

It is to he noted, however, that at this, stage the pupil® 

are not required to copy, read, or write Ions sentences* 

Vhen errors In pronunciation occur, reference is made to 

the basic Spanish sounds for remedial work* 

Vhen the pupil® express themselves is Spanish, the 

teacher writes the expressions on the board for a reading 

lesson. By this process the pupils are expected to grow 

in their ability to write and read the Spanish which they 

have previously learned to use orally. 

The literature is replete with reports of the use of 

audio-visual devices and techniques. Many aids were found 

to b© used in various elementary language programs. It was 

observed that textbooks contained many well illustrated 

lessons. There were attractive pictures in color showing 
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real people doing interesting things, and pictures of 

objects which young children are accustomed to seeing, 

la some of the language programs flash cards were used 

which contained pictures on om aid® and the written word 

©a the reverse aid®# Picture© and objects of art were used 

to create an atmosphere of the country whose language was 

"being studied# 

films and slides were sometimes used to bring to the 

pupils information about the customs of the people about 

whoa they were studying. Taped recordings and disc records 

often served as aids in acquiring correct pronunciation. 

In some instances, a combination electric projector and 

record player provided both audio and visual contact with 

the second language* By means of this type of apparatus 

with animated pictures and appropriate dialogues, teachers 

were able to provide vicarious ©seperieaces that were 

designed to motivate language learning activities# One 

such audio-visual apparatus which was observed showed pic-

tures of pupils performing the usual schoolroom routine. 

As the pictures were being viewed, the recorded voices of 

native speakers were heard saying the words appropriate to 

the action. A variation of this usage was found in some 

beginning reading programs. A phrase or short sentence was 

shown on the screen, and an idiomatic translation was heard 

simultaneously# 
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A recorded, voice pronounced slowly and carefully 

syllables and v&ole words containing difficult sound com-

binations* Taped recordings were mad® of the voices of 

persons who spoke correctly, and after each word-group was 

spoken, there came a pause for the pupils to repeat or imi-

tate what they had just heard. This was followed by the 

monitor's voice saying the sentence, phrase, or word again 

in order to provide the pupils with a means of comparing 

their own efforts with the spoken language they have heard* 

fhere were found several instances of piaiming for the 

development of language laboratories for eleaeat&ry 

language programs similar to the language l&ber&tories 

currently used in some universities. Such plans seemed to 

contemplate three distinct types of accommodations, type A 

was the simplest. It consisted, generally, of a classroom 

into which there could be brought portable audio-visual 

equipment, such as a film strip projector, a motion picture 

projector, slides and films, a record player, and records* 

Type B was somewhat superior to Type A, in that a 

specially equipped room was provided for permanently 

located apparatus, Barphones were provided for a limited 

number of pupils in order that they might listen to special 

recordings while the other students were being directed In 

different activities by their teacher* 
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fype 0 consisted of a specially equipped room with the 

same apparatus as Type B, but which, contained, la addition, 

one-pupil booths which, were equipped with both earphones 

and a recording device. By using this equipment, a pupil 

could hear the recorded voice of a well-trained speaker, 

and, during regular pauses, record his own imitation of 

what he had heard. 

fhe various audio-visual aids seemed to he considered 

useful in foreign language teaching, particularly in teach-

ing pronunciation and developing aural discrimination. 

Their use, as was stated in the report of the lortheast 

Conference on the teaching of Foreign Languages, can "sup-

plement and enrich" the work of the classroom teacher.**" 

In all the foreign language programs for elementary 

grades observed, there was in evidence a conscious effort 

to provide rich and varied experiences for the young chil-

dren before allowing them to begin the reading program. 

Efforts were made to provide many experiences for the 

pupils during this period of getting ready that would be 

conducive to language development. These activities 

included (1) practice with the newly acquired sounds; 

(2) acquiring new patterns of speech; (2) learning the 

BfpSi M £J& forking Committees. Hortheast Confer-
p m ? Q 0 n teaching of Foreign Languages (Mew York, 1955), 
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meaning of many new words and expressions; and (4) acquir-

ing a command of some simple oral sentences in the second 

language that would be commensurate with their experiences. 

Effort® were made through the use of various techniques to 

develop both visual and auditory readiness ©a the part Of 

the pupils# All the things that appeal to the eye and to 

the ear, mud all the experimentation and practice with 

sounds were found to he in agreement with the reading 

readiness concept generally used in teaching the English 
42 

language arts. 

Providing femchers 

the next question about which more knowledge was 

sought in the related literature concerned the practical 

problem of providing teachers competent to teach foreign 

languages. MM fhoapaon and Hamalainen stated, supplying 

well-prepared foreign language teacher® is one ©f the Most 

serious problems of the entire program.45 

fhe ideally qualified teacher, as described by 

Anderssoa, would have in addition to the personal qualifi-

cations desirable for a teacher of any subject, a thorough 

knowledge of the second language.44 fhi® linguistic 

*2Paul McKee, Beading, and Literature in the 
School (Boston, 1934)7 pp. <£$6. ~ 

*3<Kxo»pson and Hamalainen, oj>. clt», p» $3» 

^Andersson, fhe teaching; of Foreign Languages* 
PP» 45-06• 
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attainment. In addition to a wall-grounded knowledge of the 

culture and literature of the country whose language is 

being studied« would doubtless do muck to mate® the ?LES 

program successful, Although there are probably relatively 

few teachers with these qualifications among those now 

teaching in the elementary grades* there are many somewhat 

lets well-prepared persons who are currently teaching 

foreign language®. Bunkel expressed the hop© * which mema 

to he commonly held by many educators, that every effort 

should he mad® to improve the preparation of language 

teachers*^ Until there is an adequate supply of well-

trained foreign language teachers, the best possible us® 

of the available supply should be made. Bunkel observed 

that many devices and procedures were currently being used 

to assist inadequately prepared teachers# fhe devices 

described by Dtu&kel were of two types: (1) those that 

replace inadequately prepared teachers with mechanical 

means and (2) those that limit the scop# of inadequately 

prepared teachers, thus preventing them from attempting 
46 

more than they ar© competent to teach. 

Andersson proposed some measures for supplementing 

the present supply of qualified language teachers.^ One 

^Durik*!t oj>. oit., pp. 142-146. 

pp. 145-146. 

^Anders son, "Preparation of Foreign Language Teachers 
for the ."Elementary School," pp. 178-182. 
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measure suggested was that of utilising the services of 

persons who are well traiaed ia the language "but lack minor 

technical credentials. Soma of these persons, AndersSOB. 

implied, could be used in. the schools during the critical 

period of teacher shortage by changing the present rules of 
48 

certification. A second measure suggested was that ©f 

utilizing the regular facilities of colleges for preparing 

language t@ac.here aided by workshops and special summer 

sessions# A third suggested measure was that of effecting 

an exchange agreement with foreign countries whereby 

American teachers would go there to teach English and 

foreign teachers would come to the United State® to teach 

their native language# Another suggestion as a possible 

source of supply for schools needing language teachers was 

the use of apprentice teachers whose services could be used 

under supervision of a competent language teacher*^ 

Another source of supply has been reported in the 

related literature, namely, the us® of language teachers 

from nearby secondary schools* ©easier, reporting an 

experiment in teaching French, revealed that the teaching 

was don® by high school teachers who came to the elementary 
4 8 m a . 

yTheodore Andersson, "She Problem of Supplying 
Foreign-Language fe&cher® for the Elementary School," 

' t, ZXTVTI (March, 1954), §5-68. 
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school and taught the experimental class. ̂  KaeK&e con-

sidered three ways in which Spanish might be mad© available 

to the classrooms : (1) by means of the regular classroom 

teacher, (2) by a language specialist, sad (5) fey an 

itinerant consultant in languages who teaches until the 

classroom teacher feels that she is prepared to assuse the 

responsibilities of instruction*^1 

Further reference to the relative merits of a regular 

classroom teacher language specialist ia the elementary 

'grades was made "by Kiel, who suggested that the classroom 

teacher might be the teacher ia the most favorable position 

to integrate foreign language study with other phases of 

the curriculum.^ 

fhe term Btn~servic© education'* was again observed in 

the report of an experiment in teaching German reported by 

2agel* fhe conclusions of the experiment indicated that 

student teachers learned by means of the tape recorder and 

other means the basic structure of German, and that when 

they taught, they were more successful than others who 

^Elizabeth (Mrs. 0. P.) Gessler, "A foreign language 
Sxperiment in the Elementary School,1* Modem ~ 
Journal. XXXVII (November, 1953), 368-

^ffacHae, fu»« cit., pp. 12-13. 

^Alice Miel, "Does foreign Language Belong in the 
Elementary Schools?" teachers Solle^e Record« Lfl (Beoeatber, 
i P ) t 139-148. 
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spolEt Serman natively. This was accounted, for apparently 

toy the fact that the student teachers understood the 

language needs of their American pupils "better than those 

who spoke the language natively, ©tie final observation 

was that student teachers, under supervision, could do 

regular teaching with the help of certain auxiliary alds.*^ 

This same thought was expressed fcy Guerra, who said 

that he did not "mock the in-service fUB teacher" though 

he did insist on the teacher's having a good pronunciation, 

conversational ability, and a willingness to lap mm this 
cut 

ability,5^ 

burner reported an experimental program involving the 

teaching of Spanish in the elementary grades.^ In this 

program Spanish was taught in connection with the other 

classroom activities, fhe purpose ©f the experiment was, 

according to Turner, to try ways in which Spanish could be 

used to enrich the curriculum by integrating it with other 

subject matter. 

fhe teaching staff, it was reported, consisted of 

regularly employed teachers and student teachers, fhe 

'"'Wilton Zagel, ""teaching the Teacher with a tape 
Recorder," Modern Language Journal, JCXXTIII (April, 195*0, 
194-197. 

^Manuel H. Suerra, "future Teachers of WL&S," Modern 
Language Journal* XL (January, 1956), 8. 

55say®ond Turner, "FLES Workshop at the University of 
Delaware," Hispania. XLI (May, 1958), 213-215# 
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teaching staff attended workshop for a period of six weeks, 

observing the elementary pupils studying social studies and 

"learning the language of the Conquistadors® in the pro-

cess." During the sixth week, the members of the workshop* 

it was reported, tested with the pupils SOB® of the methods 

and techniques which they had just learned la the workshop,. 

The teachers and student teachers participating in the 

experiment had had little or no previous experience with 

Spanish* 

At the conclusion of the experiment, a survey of 

parental attitude was made which, it was reported by 

Turner, revealed that 80 per cent of the parents whose 

children had participated in the project were pleased with 

the program. It was further reported that subsequently 

other French and Spanish programs were organized on a basis 

similar to the one just described* A further observation 

was made that about one half of the members of the workshop 
Kg 

later enrolled in the regular college Spanish classes.^ 

While this study revealed, among other things* on© way 

in which a workshop can be organised for prospective 

teachers of foreign languages in the elementary grades, and 

how foreign language can be integrated into the pattern of 

classroom activities, particularly social studies, it 

^ b i a . 
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seemed to leave unexplored the area of student achievement 

in the foreign language Itself. Furthermore, it appear® 

that the college workshop was the only feature of te&eher-

training that was employed* It seems t© have left 

unexplored other feature® of teacher education that could 

contribute toward preparing prospective elementary foreign 

language teachers. It appears, too, that knowledge about -

other features of the training program* and an actual 

measurement of pupil achievement in the foreign language 

itself, would contribute to a better understanding of the 

problem of teacher supply a® it applies to the elementary 

grades*. 

In-Service Mueation 

She third area of related readings has been centered 

around the subject of in-service education. In this area 

there were three concern® on which attention was focused* 

fhese concerns were expressed in the following theoretical 

questions: (1) What is the historical development of 

in-service education? (2) How are in-service education 

programs organized? (3) 'What is the nature and function 

of an in-service education workshop? 

She terms "in-service education" and "in-service 

training'* appeared to "be used synonymously in the litera-

ture. Several definitions of the concept have been given 
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by various students of education. Son© have defined It in 

terms of its purposes? others have sought to define it toy 

describing its essential characteristics# A satisfactory 

working definition of the term was given by laa®, who con-

ceived in-service education as all the activities in which 

professional personnel engage while performing their duties 

for the purpose of improving the quality of their work.'*? 

Unnick called it a program by which educators learn and 

develop together.-*® 

In-service education programs, it is reported by Hass, 

were in operation in public school systems in forty-eight 

fit&tee, according to a survey Bade in many large cities in 

1952.*^ fhe appearance of this institution* however, was a 

natural outgrowth of the times# It seems t© have been a 

gradual development that took place over a long period of 

tiswu It was an answer to the professional needs of 

teachers who were interested in improving the quality of 

their work. 

*0. Glen Ease, "In-Service Education Today," 
In-Service Education* fifty-Sixth Yearbook of the Rational 
Society for the Study of Education, Part I (Chicago, 195?)* 
p. 13. 

Jo Xinnick, "The feacher and the In-Service 
Educational Program," Xn-Seryioe Education* Fifty-Sixth 
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Educa-
tion, Part I (Chicago, 1957), p. 131. 

^Hase, 0£. cit.. p. 51. 
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The history ©£ in-service education, in the United 

States began with, the efforts of nineteenth century edu-

cators who sought to solve the educational problems of 

their day. fhe educational preparation of the teachers at 

the beginning of the nineteenth century through the Civil 

War period ha® been generally considered inadequate, and , 

the need for some way to improve the educational standards 

of prospective teachers, as well as those already engaged 

in teaching, was definitely indicated, To this end there 

was organised a teacher-training agency which came to he 

known aa the Teacher® * Institute, In 1885» Mann described 

a Teacher®1 Institute in its twofold purpose of ministering 

to the needs of student teacher® as well as of those who 
60 

were already teaching. The persons who attended these 

institutes were given instruction in the fundamentals of 

the curriculum of the Common School. This instruction was 

in accordance with the approved methods of the times. 

Judging ,by the criticism of these early institutes on# 

could infer that their usefulness as teacher-training 

institutions was not entirely satisfactory| however, they 

were not replaced by other agencies for a long time. 
gQ 
Herman G. Hiohey, "Growth of the Modern Conception 

tion, Part I (Chicago, 1957), p. 39* citing Horace Mann, 
circular addressed "To Public School Teachers," September 1, 
1^5, reproduced by Samuel S. Sweet, Teachers» Institutes 
fir Temporary Normal Schools (Utica, l§4fe)» pf* 45-56. 
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Eichey stated that It was not before 1935 that the 

teachers * Institute, as originally organized, began to 

pass away, fhen it was replaced by teachers' meetings, 

orientation conferences, and other t e ache r~ training insti-

tutions. 

The summer school was another development In teacher-

training that occurred in the nineteenth century# This 

institution, Independent of colleges and universities, had 

a curriculum below the college level that was designed to 

help students and teachers who formerly attended the 

More r e o e ^ « « . W U 

teacher education the teacher normals, departments of edu-

cation is liberal arts colleges, and teacher colleges. 

fhese normals were added to these formal institutions, and 

through the® extended and enlarged services were given to 

teachers while they were actually engaged in teaching* 

Shis was done through extension courses, summer session®, 

and correspondence courses.6^ 

Hore recently there occurred another development in 

teacher education. Because of the introduction of new sub-

ject material in the curriculum and because there were too 

few teachers prepared to teach it, the organization of a 

formal department of supervision was effected in many of 

61Hichey, oj>. cit., p. 47. 

62Ibld., pp. 48-49. 
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the city schools. Personnel who staffed tills department 

had been expert teacher© of their respective subjects, and 

they taught or supervised other teachers who were not 

properly trained. Another factor, according to Ayer, that 

gave impetus to the development of the department of super-

vision in public schools was the increased amount of 

scientific study concerning methodology of teaching which 

the average teacher was unprepared to use.^ 

The most recent development of supervision encountered 

in the related literature is the in-service education pro-

gram. There have been several types of programs discussed 

in the literature, and it is difficult to differentiate 

among them. Miles recognized four general types•. (1) pro-

grams that have a broad has©| (2) programs im which primary 

emphasis is placed upon individual participation; ( 3 ) pro-

grams designed to increase the general educational 

background of the teacherst and (4) programs which empha-

size some particular phase of the educational program. 

Any or all of these types may function within the general 

^Fred 0. Ayer, "The Rise of Supervision," Educational 
Supervision. First Yearbook of the National Conference on 
Educational Methods (New York, 1928), pp. 13-51. Cited 
also in Kichey, o£. cit., p. 50. 

64-
ffatthew B. Miles and A. Harry Passow, "Training in 

the Skills Weeded for In-Service Education Programs,n 

In-Service Education. Fifty-Sixth Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, Part X (Chicago, 1957)» 
PP* 352-3567 • 
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area of curriculum revision, according to Miles, or in 

isolated activities.®'* 

Some in-service education programs reported were, in 

effect, only agencies through which the central supervisory-

staff members operate. Others were found that were 

teacher~centered• Berge noted this phenomenon when he 

recognized three basic patterns of in-service education 

programs. The programs dominated by staff officers, he 

wrote, utilized the "centralized approach*" Those programs 

that partook of the natures of both, he referred to as 

"centrally co-ordinated" programs. 

In-service education has been partially described as 

an enterprise in which teachers work together in a permis-

sive atmosphere toward the solution of some common problem. 

The idea of complete freedom and relaxation is basic to the 

program, for, as Lewis implied, only in such an atmosphere 

can the members of the in-service education group work 

creatively. If there is not the freedom to make mistakes 

and the willingness to admit the presence of problems to 

which there are no known solutions, and the freedom to 

6 5ma.. p. 352. 

®®Marvln L. Barge, Harris X* Bua».ll, and Charles B, 
Valden, "In-Service Education Programs of Local School 
Systems," In-Service Education, Fifty-Sixth Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Education, Part I 
(Chicago, 195?)» pp. 198-216. 
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represent a minority view, the participants will lack tit© 

incentive to 4© creative work.6'' Maucker, summarizing the 

results of expe rimentation in group work, indicated that 

the results obtained from this type of cooperative action 

may result in improved professional performance. 

Another observation, made by Parker in his "Guidelines 

for In-Service Education,* was that a person tends to 

become emotionally involved in a problem when he sees that 

it has implications for his © m system ©f values. One 

implication of this thought seemed to be that member® of an. 

in-service program should be allowed to choose problem® 

with which they are personally concerned if the best results 

©f the study are to be expected.^ 

In many of the readings in the area of related litera-

ture there were found references to workshops for teacher®, 

llsbree included it as an integral part of an in-service 

education program. He described it as a group of people 

seeking a solution to a cowon problem* Soiae of the 

identifying characteristics of an education workshop listed 

^Arthur J. Lewis and others, "fine Eole of the 
Administrator in In-Service Education," In-Serrice Educa-
tion, Fifty-Sixth Tearbook of the National Society for the 
Stu3y of Education, Part I (Chicago, 1957), pp. 168-169. 

68Maucker and Pendergraft, 0£. cit.« pp. 264-282. 

69Parker, oj>. cit., pp. 104-105. 
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fcy (1) voluntary attendance; (2) freedom in the 

choice of problems; (3) group control of activities? 

(*0 of staff members only as resource personnelj 

(5 ) adequate provision for informal activities, including 

recreation; and (6) division of the program into meetings 

of the whole group and meetings of sub-groups.?0 Maucker 

lists workshops along with educational conferences and 

extension classes as possible means of improving in—service 

education programs of teacher-training institutions.?1 

feats 

One of the staler tasks that arose at the outset ©f 

this investigation was to provide tests that would measure 

th© aural comprehension of pupils with limited experience 

ia the study of Spanish* there were several standardised 

tests available, but none were adequate for the purposes 

of this investigation* la general, they were too broad in 

their scope and were predicated upon the basis of more 

extensive linguistic experience than that possessed by the 

pupils involved in this investigation. The construction of 

adequate tests, therefore, was & necessity for th© pursuit 

of this study and constituted a large part of the effort 

put into it. 

70„, , 
Elsbree and McNally, oj>. oit., pp. 417-419. 

7 1 • 
Haueker and Pendergraft, ©£. ci£,, pp. 2?1*272. 
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A study was mad® of the literature relating to the 

construction of tests in modem, foreign languages» and an 

effort was made to incorporate into the tests constructed 

for this investigation the principles that have evolved 

from the data obtained from other studies# fypic&l of the 
72 

research reported is that which was reported by Henmon, 

who conducted extensive testing program® in French, German, 

Italian, Russian, and Spanish. 

A foreign language test* Just as in the ease of other 

educational teste, must depend for its statistical useful-

ness as a measure of pupil achievement on its validity, 

reliability, comprehensiveness, and administrative prac-

ticability. 43m»s« criteria must be evaluated in relation 

to the objectives of the foreign language instructional 

program. These objectives may be classified, according to 

Agard and Dunkel, into two categories: (1) those pertain-

ing to the actual linguistic skills involved in reading, 

writing, speaking, and aural comprehension; and (2) sec-

ondary objectives that are associated with the linguistic 

skills.^ In this second group may be included growth in 

cultural knowledge and appreciation, improvement of one's 

native language, and the fostering of a spirit development 

92 
/ V. A. 0. Heaaon, AoMeveaent T£s£& to t£& Modern 
sIS Languages (Hew York, 19297* and other sources. 
72 
'"'Agard and Dunkel, eg.. cit., p« 16. 
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of international good will. A® desirable as the objectives 

of this group may be, they are of such an intangible nature 

that they do not readily lend themselves to quantitative 

analysis. 

The objectives of the first category were divided into 

nine measurable aspects which Benson enumerated as followsI 

(1) vocabulary, (2) reading comprehension, (3) translation 

into English, (4) translation into the foreign language, 

(5) written composition, (6) test in grammatical structure, 

(?) aural comprehension, (8) pronunciation, and (9) oral 

composition. Many Spanish tests have been standardized in 

these various aspects. Among these are (1) American 

Council Alpha Spanish Test.. by Hilton A. Buchanan, 

J. P. V. Crawford, Hayward Keniston, and V. A. C. Hexuaon, 

World Book Company, XonkerB-on-Hudson, lew York; 

(2) Spanish Audition Test, by M. A. Buchanan, Forms A 

and B, Experimental edition, Canadian Committee on Modem 
ntL 

Languages, Toronto, Canada. 

The validity of a test, as has already been stated in 

this research, refers to how well the test seasures what it 

claims to measure• In the learning of a foreign language 

there are several areas of achievement that could be 

tested, none of which necessarily would be mutually 

^Henmon, 0£. £it., pp. 3-5. 
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exclusive. Henmoa enumerates five measurable abilities 

that indicate group as well as individual achievement and 

progress, as follows* (1) vocabulary, (2) grtjaiar, 

(5) silent reading, (4) written composition, and (5) aural 

comprehensi on.?** 

Sho importance of a oareful ©election of test 

materials was emphasized in various readings on test 

construction* Henson, for example, stated that the selec-

tion of test items was vital to the securing of validity 

and comprehensiveness, and that techniques and length were 

significant in obtaining reliability, objectivity, and 

administrative practicability.^ 

Various techniques for obtaining objectivity and 

reliability were described in the related literature« 

tor testing word recognition, for example, one technique 

described by Henmon was the listing of five English words 

opposite a foreign word. The student shows M s recognition 

of the foreign word by indicating the English word that 

aean® aost nearly the saise thing, fhis technique has been 

widely used, but some critics have preferred other way© of 

obtaining responses fro® the pupils.^ 

Descriptions of reading and gramar testing techniques 

were also found in the related literature, fhe silent 

7 H M . - > P- ?• 7 6 m a . 
77Q>i4., pp. 9, 10. 
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reading tests were of particular interest for this study 

inasmuch as the techniques employed in them could with som» 

modification be used in tests of aural comprehension. In 

essence, the silent reading tests described consisted of 

passage® in the foreign language to he read by the stu-

dents. fhe students then were requested to mark as true 

or fals® statements concerning the content of the passage*. 

$h© length of the tests and the time involved in 

taking the tests were of interest for the present study > 

and information concerning these matters was sought in the 

related literature. In a test designed to reveal the 

reliability coefficients of variant forms of the American 

Counoil French. Reading Test * as shown by Henmon, it was 

indicated that the average time to do one of the tests was 

thirty-two minutes. The number of Items included in the 

teat was twenty-eight. 

The test format was a matter of interest in the 

preparation of the aural comprehension tests for this 

investigation, fhere seemed to be much similarity among 

the tests examined regardless of the second language 

involved. A French aural comprehension test by Agnes fc. 

Roger©, as quoted by Henmon, consisted of a five-response 

multiple-choice technique.7® fhe students were given lists 

78Ibld.. p. 311. 
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of B&glish words and were directed to underline the words 

that correctly answered the questions that they would hear 

in French, then the examiner would read a question, such 

as, "Avec quoi ecrit-on?" 

A Spanish audition test by Milton A. Buchanan, experi-

mental edition, under the auspices of fhe American Council 

on Education, according to Henmon, revealed a similar 

method of measuring the ability of students to "catch the 

meaning" of Spanish words when pronounced.^ This test 

included fifty items, twenty-fire of which were individual 

words and a like number of short phrases or sentence®. 

This, as well as all other tests of aural comprehension 

examined, was standardized for secondary school or college 

students. 

She problem of avoiding seductive or misleading ques-

tions was discussed in the related readings. Incomplete 

apprehension, inability to distinguish between similar 

sounds, and faulty association with English words of a 

similar sound were given by Henmen as frequent causes of 
on 

error in tests of aural comprehension. 

79Ibid.» pp. 509-310. 

^Ibld., pp. J20-321. (Reference to 1. L. Thorndike, 
"leading as Reasoning," ZssamX of Educational Psychol® 
VIII (June, 191?), 3.23-3$%*) 



CHAPTER I I I 

KBTHODS A3JD PBOCSDTJRBS 

For comparative purposes data relative to m 

in-service educational program for beginning teachers of 

Spanish were collected, analysed, and Interpreted through 

the us© of the following methods and procedures: 

1. fen or more elementary teachers with a© more than 

three college hours in Spanish were secured who would 

cooperate in the following wayst 

a. They would participate in a Spanish i&~8@r<rioe 

educational program; 

b» fhey would teach Spanish for a specified 

length of time| 

c. They would administer the prescribed test® 

according to a plan agreed upon. 

2, fen or store elementary teachers with twelve or 

more college hours in Spanish were secured who would 

cooperate in the following ways: 

a. they would teach Spanish at the same level as 

the experimental group for a specified length 

of times 

b. fhey would administer the prescribed testa 

according to a plan agreed upon. 

?S 
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3* M in-service educational program was conducted, 

4. fhe achievement scores of the pupils ©f one group 

©f teachers were compared statistically with th® scores ©f 

the pupils of the other group# 

Permission to conduct the investigation ia the ele-

mentary schools of the Fort Worth School System during the 

scholastic year 1958-1959 was secured from the superin-

tendent of school® in Fort Worth, fexas. the approval and 

cooperation of the assistant superint endent and the 

director of research and curriculum of th# fort Worth 

School System were also sought and were given by then for 

this investigation, the permission and cooperation of th# 

principals of selected elementary schools were also sought 

and obtained. 

fhe fourth grade was chosen as th® proper grade in 

which to conduct the experimental teaching involved ia this 

investigation# fhis is th® grade in which th® study of 

Spanish is ordinarily begun in the Fort Worth elementary 

schools offering a foreign language program, 

A number of fourth-grade teachers were invited to 

participate in this investigation, fo those teachers who 

were interested in the study, a letter was sent outlining 

the general purposes of th® project and th® nature of the 

procedure® contemplated. Assurance was given, on the 

authority of the school administration, that their 
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participation would be entirely voluntary, and that their 

professional welfare would in no way be affected by it* 

These, teachers were invited to assemble at an appointed 

place and time during the second week in September, 

1958. 

A list of proposed objectives for a beginning Spanish 

course in the fourth grade was prepared and sent for 

appraisal to person© in various sections of the country. 

Among those to whoa it was sent were teachers of elemen-

tary Spanish, a college teacher of Spanish* a consultant 

of Spanish teaching, and a director of curriculum. 

Included with the list of objectives was a letter explain-

ing the purpose for which the list had been prepared. 

Each person addressed was asked to indicate his evaluation 

of each proposed objective by placing a symbol in the 

space provided for the purpose. The symbols were as fol-

lows: ? (Very Important), I (Important), and 0 (Inappro-

priate or Unsatisfactory)* Frost the responses received, 

a list was made of the items marked either "V11 or HI» 

fhis list was later submitted to and adopted by the teach-

ers participating in the investigation as a general guide 

for the cooperative endeavor. 

At the first meeting of the teachers who volunteered 

to participate, further explanations concerning the project 

1 
See Appendix A, pages 125-126. 
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were mad© • Plans were aa&e .for future meetings * At "fell# 

second meeting a workshop for the study of Spanish was 

"began, a tentative schedule of subsequent meetings was 

adopted-, and the proposed list of objectives was approved. 

ID, allI there were held eight general study sessions and 

four scheduled study conferences* In addition to these 

scheduled assemblies, numerous informal consultations 

with experimental teacher® were held. 

Common Agreement 

In order to establish a common area of instruction, 

both groups ©f teachers agreed as follows: 

1. tEhe sane state-adopted textbook should b© used. 

2. The same number of lessons should be taught 

before tests should be administered. 

3. (Three tests should be administered by the teachers 

to their respective pupils, the first test being given 

prior to the beginning of the pupil instructional program? 

the second, at the conclusion of nine hours of pupil 

instructions the third, at the conclusion of eighteen 

hours of pupil instruction. The tests should not be 

scored by the teachers. 

4. A syllabus of study materials should be given 

teachers of both groups. 
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5* lack teacher would teach Spanish approximately 

forty minutes each week is two approximately equal periods. 

Workshop 

fhe teachers with, twelve or more college hours in 

Spanish did not participate in the in-service educational 

program, for the teachers with mo more than three college 

hours in Spanish an in-service educational program or 

workshop was conducted. The workshop consisted of two 

essential features: (1) the study of Spanish and (2) the 

study of Methodology of Spanish instruction* 

fhe study of Spanish consisted of an intensive treat-

ment of the following items: 

1. Pronunciation, syllabication, and intonation. 

2. Present teas®, indicative mood of the following 

verbs which were found in the textbook: adornar. oantar, 

eager, comensar. esoriblr. estar. ser« and tener. 

3« Agreement, nouns and adjectives, verbs and sub-

jects. 

4. Vocabulary, based on the textbook and the syllabus 

to which reference has previously been made. 

5* Possession—-adjectives, and d© plus a noun or pro-

noun. 
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Summary of the Methods of Instruction Used 
la the In-Service Education Program 

1. At first, only simple short words were spoken, and 

the beginning teachers repeated them after the instructor. 

2» Objects in the classroom were indicated and the 

Spanish words for them were spoken. The beginning teachers 

repeated the words, pointing to or touching the object®. 

Exsuitpl©j juolo) libro» JL&fialsiL* etc• 

3« The verbs were introduced in context as much as 

possible, but, as often as aeeMMxy* English translations 

and explanations were made. Example: (1) late es el 

libro. fhe beginning teachers touched a book, repeating, 

with the instructor, "Bste es el libro.H (2) f m o una 

falda ro.1a. The beginning teachers touched their own 

dresses, repeating the Spanish sentence. Different colors 

in the clothing worn fey persons present were Identified and 

the practice sentences were modified to include new words. 

%. ffh® instructor frequently wrote single vowels on 

the chalk board as he was teaching sounds. After a short 

time all the vowels were listed and studied independently 

and as diphthongs. The consonantal sounds peculiar to 

Spanish were likewise studied intensively, especially as 

they occurred in words found in the textbooks. Examples: 

ro.ia, hay, tortillas, perro. bueno. Mao. 

5* As the beginning teachers became increasingly 

familiar with the written symbols, the simple written 
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materials of the textbook were introduced, ©lis material 

was used chiefly for the practice in pronunciation, sine© 

getting the meaning of the sentences posed no difficulty. 

For a ready reference, the beginning teachers were referred 

to the page-by-page translation found la the last section 

of the textbook. 

6. Magnetic tape recordings of the materials studied 

in the ©lass sessions were prepared by the instructor and 

loaned to the members of the workshop, for example, the 

recorded voice pronounced a letter or syllable twice and 

paused a moment, during which time the beginning teacher 

was instructed to imitate the recorded voice, then the 

recorded voice repeated what had been previously said, 

This was done in order that each member of the workshop, 

in the privacy of her own room, might compare her efforts 

with those of the instructor. Gradually, the syllables 

and single words, phrases, and sentences were substituted 

on the magnetic tape, fhe tapes were returned to the 

instructor for new recordings as the course progressed. 

Each recording was individualized to suit the needs of the 

member for whom it was made by preparing an exercise on 

any specific activity requested by her. 

In the workshop sessions, the members would assemble 

by twos or threes for rapid oral practice. fh@ instructor 

was always near at hand to assist as need arose. After the 
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beginning teachers felt that they needed additional help ©a 

some new steps in the procedure, they reassembled as a 

group* 

Methodology for Teaching Elementary Pupils 

A part of each of the last three group sessions was 

spent in the consideration of methods and techniques of 

teaching fourth-grade pupils, the general plan of pro-

cedure adopted was as follower 

1* Jig® & modified aural-oral approach to teaching 

Spanish in the beginning. 

2* Us® specially prepared tape recording® to assist 

in the teaching of pronunciation. 

J. Introduce the written words rery gradually and 

then only as the written words serve as aids to aural com-

prehension. 

*• Make notebooks, posters, sketches, and pictures to 

promote interest in vocabulary learning. 

5. Mead and speak simple Spanish sentences to the 

pupils, encouraging them to repeat individually and in 

chorus, words and. phrases which they hear. 

6. Dramatize for the pupils simple Incidents in their 

daily life, such as greeting their teacher, expressing 

affection, and the like. 

7. Play and sing number games involving counting. 
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8. Devise and flay vocabulary games involving the 

words upon which special emphasis has bem placed. 

9. Hake a piaata and other party equipment for a 

©lass project. 

10. Sing several song® in Spanish. 

11. Collect interesting realia that tend to motivate 

the learning of Spanish. 

12. Toward the end of the academic year, encourage 

the pupils to make lists of Spanish words and phrases that 

they have learned. 

13. Introduce reading by the use of flash cards, word 

charts, and the textbook. 

14. Use mechanical cardboard clocks with movable hands 

for teaching how to tell time. 

15* Make name cards for objects of furniture in the 

room. 

16. Prepare a calendar for each month of the year, 

showing the Spanish names of the days of the week. 

The beginning teachers were instructed to begin 

teaching phrases and short simple sentences to their 

pupils as soon as they felt that the pupils had a clear 

understanding of the sounds involved in single words. 

There was no specified sequence given for the various 

activities listed above. 



flie Tests 

Three tests were considered necessary for the purposes 

of this investigation. Test 1 was needed to provide a 

basis for a relative equating of the two groups of pupils 

with respect to their facility in the use of Spanish. This 

test was administered in September before the instruction 

of the pupils began. The second and third tests were given 

for the purpose of comparing the achievement of the two 

groups of pupils. Test II was given in January after nine 

hours of pupil instruction, and Test III was given in Hay, 

at the conclusion of eighteen hours of pupil instruction. 

Before these tests were finally constructed, three 

proposed tests were sent, together with a manual for 

administration and a copy of the objectives of the course, 

to several persons who were either teaching Spanish per-

sonally or were supervising the teaching of Spanish in 

elementary schools. These persons included some of the 

individuals who evaluated the objectives previously men-

tioned. These individuals were asked to delete any 

proposed item 'which seemed inappropriate and to offer any 

criticism or suggestion that would strengthen the tests. 

With the help of the responses received, the investigator 

constructed the tests that were used. 

Test I was, for the most part, a pictorial type objec-

tive test. It was short, and it was designed to indicate 
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those pupils who already were relatively familiar with the 

Spanish language. It contained a series of stick figures 

in various attitudes} pictures of coraaon objects, such as 

fruit, animals, and toys? phrase®; and nuatoers. Provision 

was made to ninialse the possible limitation associated 

with inability to read well by the use ©f pictorial repre-

sentation® and aaple oral instruction in the teacher* s 
2 

manual of directions. 

fest IX and feat III were similarly constructed. They 

too were, for the *ost part, pictorial, showing doll-like 

figures, a furnished school room, clocks indicating various 

hours, and siuil&r objects* A few incomplete sentences 

were given which the pupils were to complete with appro-

priate expressions* A few faaillar sentences involving 

some reading skill were included in fests II and III. 

Although the aural-oral method of Instruction was chiefly 

used, it was believed that some reference should be mad© 

in the tests to the written element of the language which, 

it appeared, would inevitably occur. A list of probable 

responses was supplied the pupils from which they were to 

select their choices. 
2 
fests II and III were similarly constructed* They 

were objective type tests and also contained pictorial 
representations which provided a basis for testing aural 
comprehension with a minima reference to reading. (See 
Appendix.) 
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Administration of Tests 

Since the tape recorder had b@®n used toy the teachers 

of the txperlmental groups, consideration was given to the 

possibility of using taped recordings for th* tests* Due 

to the fact, however, that not all the teachers of the con-

trol group had used the tape recorder a® a teaching medium, 

this method of presenting the testa seemed inappropriate• 

Furthermore, technical difficulties rendered this method of 

testing nearly impossible. 

It was decided that the teachers should administer the 

tests to their respective groups, following th© directions 

in the manuals* It was realised that some meaning is 

almost invariably conveyed by inadvertent gestures and 

intonations, but it was concluded that if the teachers 

carefully followed the script of the manuals, th# testing 

procedure would be equally fair for all pupils. 

Validity and Reliability of tests 

In the absence of M y standardised Spanish tests for 

aural comprehension normalised for elementary pupils with 

limited experience in Spanish, an effort was made to con-

struct tests which would possess a considerable measure of 

validity and reliability. Provision for face validity of 

the tests was made by a careful study of the contents of 
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the course of study» Limited reliability was ©fleeted 

through, the application of the test-retest techniques* 

The Division of Participants into Groups 

She participants of this investigation composed the 

following groups: _ (1) experi*»ntal Spanish teachers; 

(2) pupils taught by experimental teachers? (5) regular 

Spanish teachers, known as the control group of teachers; 

and (4) pupils taught by the control group of teachers, 

known as the control group of pupils. 

fable II shows the number of pupils to whom Teat I was 

given and the number of teachers who administered it. 

TABLE II 

8IMB8B OF TEACHERS M B PUPILS TAKIBG PAST Iff TEST I 

Group Teachers Pupils 

Experimental 13 340 

Control 13 536 

Total 26 676 

There were thirteen teachers in the experimental group 

of teachers and 340 pupils in the experimental group of 

pupils. There were thirteen teachers and 336 pupils in the 

control group. 
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la January, after the pupils had been given nine hours 

of instruction in Spanish, test II was administered for the 

purpose of comparing the achievement of the two groups. 

fht distribution of the pupil® and teachers who partici-

pated in fast II is shown in fable III. 

TABL& III 

SUMBSB. OF fMOHHS AID PUPILS 2AKXKG PAiif IN TEST II 

Group Teachers Pupils 

Experimental 12 286 

Control 12 278 

There wore 286 pupils in the experimental group and 

278 pupils in the control group of pupils who took Test II. 

Biis test was administered to the two groups of pupils by 

their respective teachers} twelve teachers in ®ach group* 

In Hay, after the pupils had received eighteen hours 

of instruction in Spanish, Test III was adainistered in 

order to compare the achievement of the two groups of 

pupils. At this time there were 228 pupils in the experi-

mental group and 234 pupils in the control group of pupils. 

There were at this time eleven experimental and twelve 

control teachers. 

This distribution is suraaarized in Table IV. 
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TABLE IV 

OTHBIE Of fmCUSS AID KJPIIS flEIIG PAR* II TEST III 

Group Teachers Fupils 

Experimental 11 228 

Control 12 23# 

Since the admi ill at rat i on of Test II, ©a© sieaber of the 

experimental group of teaehers took a leave of absence from 

teaching. This reduced the membership of the experimental 

group of teachers from twelve to eleven.. The difference 

between the number of pupils who took Test II and the num-

ber who took Test III may b© accounted for by the 

withdrawal of one entire class and by the usual factors 

that affect school attendance, such as change of residence 

of pupils and absence fro® school because of illness and 

other reasons. There were 228 pupils in the experimental 

group and 23* pupils in the control group who took Test 

III, 

It will be observed that the nusber of pupils in the 

respective groups varied at each test administration. The 

usual contingencies relative to school attendance caused 

this fluctuation in the number of pupils who participated 

in the experiment« 
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The respective group performance or achievement was 

measured hj the several tests. It Is likely that the 

variance in the persona©! of the groups affected to some 

extent the relative achievement means which were used in 

the statistical calculations. However, sine® this varia-

tion in attendance was distributed without conscious Ma® 

among all the participating fourth grade®, it was felt that 

the relative status of the experimental and control groups 

of pupils was not significantly affected. 

Statistical Procedure® 

Comparison of Achievement Scores 

test I.—-It was known that there were several nearly 

•bilingual pupils in some of the classes within the two 

primary groups of pupils. In addition to these bilingual 

pupils there were other pupils who had acquired a consider-

able knowledge of Spanish. Some of them had traveled 

extensively and thus had learned many Spanish words and 

phrases. Others had learned Spanish words and phrases from 

incidental Spanish teaching in the primary grades. A few 

pupils came from cities where Spanish was formally taught 

in the primary grades. Also, bj means of radio, tele-

vision, motion pictures, and other media, a few pupil® had 

acquired some knowledge of Spanish. 

When the results of Test I were analyzed, it wa® 

observed that one class of twenty-four pupils in the 
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experimental group and on# ©lass of twenty-six pupils is 

the control group were composed largely of pupils who were 

almost bilingual. It was considered wise to exclude these 

two classes entirely from further statistical consideration 

in this investigation. 

Of the remaining 626 pupils, 5* soored 50 per cent or 

more on Test X, and 572 pupile scored below 50 per cent. 

Most of the 5^ pupils scored between 80 and 100 per cent, 

while most of the 572 pupils scored between 0 and 20 per 

cent. By excluding all pupils who made a score of 50 per 

cent or more on Teat I from any further statistical con-

sideration, there remained 291 pupils in the experimental 

group and 281 pupils in the control group of pupils. Of 

the 572 pupils whose test score® were included in the 

statistical computations of Test I, there were 98 pupils 

in the experimental group and ?2 in the control group who 

scored 20 per cent or less. The difference between the 

two groups of pupils was greatest on this stratum. There 

were 29 pupils in the experimental group and $2 pupils in 

the control group who scored from 80 to 100 per cent. In 

the other categories also there was a close agreement of 

test scores. For the purpose of equating the two groups 

of pupils, a statistical comparison of the respective 

scores of the two groups on Test I was made by the appli-

cation of the following formulas 
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CR-- M-M 
£ C 

1 . ° i X 

Eie initial© CE are used liere to represent critical 

ratio. ML Is used to represent the mean BOOT® of the 
_|g 

eitperisental group of pupils, « * % ' B # a a m Q m of th® 

control group of pupils. $h@ figure jgl is used here to 

represent standard deviation, the letter H is used here to 

represent the nustber of individual scores in the test, 

i» «., the number of pupils participating in the test. fhe 

critical ratio obtained by means of this formula indicated 

tix« significance of the difference between the mean 

achievement of the two groups of pupils. 

Tests JI and III.—Precisely the same procedure was 

used to determine the significance of the difference 

between the achievement of the experimental and control _ 

groups of pupils in January after they had received nine 

hours of instruction in Spanish and again in May after they 

had received eighteen hours of instruction. 

The same formula, the critical ratio, was used to make 

a statistical comparison of the respective scores of the 

two groups of pupils after Tests IX and XII that was used 
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for this purpose .after Teat I. On Teat II there were 286 

pupils in the experimental group and 278 is the control 

group* On Test III there were 228 pupils in the experi-

mental group and 23% pupils in the control group. 

Test Beliability 

for the purpose of establishing the reliability of 

Test II and Test III, each test was administered twice to 

a group of pupils within a period of a few days. A com-

parison of the scores obtained from this procedure was then 

made. The following formula was useds^ 

r « £ X X 

1 (£ *2> (£ y2) . 

The meanings of the symbols are as follows: 

X —the first administration of the test 

J —the second administration of th® test 

r —the product aoaent coefficient 

—summation sign 

x —the deviations of 2 scores from the mean of Test X 

j —the deviation of J scores from the ®eaa of Test X. 

Perfect correlation by this formula is represented by 

1; therefore, an obtained correlation coefficient (r) is 

3 
H. J. Helson, 23. C. Denny, and Arthur P. Coldarci, 

Statistics for Teachers, rev. ed. (lew Xork, 1957), p. 96, 
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interpreted as indicating the measure of correlation that 

exists between two administrations of the same test. 

Henoe, an obtained coefficient of correlation is inter-

preted as indicating the reliability of a test. 



CHAPTER If 

PfilSMfAflOl AfcD ANALYSIS OF DATA 

There were two basic purposes which were considered 

vital to this investigation. fhey were; (1) to determine 

the significance of the difference in the comprehension of 

oral Spanish between the experimental and control groups of 

fourth-grade pupils after they had received nine hours ©f 

Instruction and (2) to determine the significance of dif-

ference in the comprehension of oral Spanish between the 

same groups of pupils after they had received eighteen 

hours of instruction. Although the tests were designed to 

measure the comprehension of spoken Spanish* it was deemed 

necessary to employ a few written expressions, $hi@ m m 

done for the purpose of providing a context for oral 

responses. The responses did not require original 

responses, hut merely the recognition of certain written 

forms which appeared in the text which was used. Implied 

in this comparative analysis of pupil achievement was the 

equality of the two groups of pupils in their comprehension 

of oral Spanish prior to the beginning of this investiga-

tion. It was necessary, therefore, to equate the two 

groups of pupils in this respect in order to compare their 
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subsequent achievement. Since standardised tests were act 

available for comparing the achi@Tem.eiit score® of the 

pupils, it was necessary to establish the validity and 

reliability of the tests that were used for this purpose, 

fhe validity ©f the tests was not established by statisti-

cal procedures, but an effort was made to establish the 

reliability of the tests by statistical procedures. 

The procedures employed for the accomplishment of 

these purposes consisted of the following stepsi (1) to 

determine the reliability of the two achievement tests; 

(2) to equate the two groups of pupils; (3) to compare the 

respective achievement scores of the two groups of pupils 

after they had studied Spanish for nine hours and again 

after eighteen hours. 

Eeliability of Achievement fests Used 

Consistent with the procedures described in Chapter 

XII» the coefficients of reliability were established for 

lest II and feat III. For this purpose the test-retest 

technique was used and the Pearson Product Moment formula 

was employed. This formula is symbolised as follows:1 

* - ,, ,£AX 

y_-_ ^ 

"hfelson, Denny* and Coldarci, op. cit.« pp. 95-97. 
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Mm indicated previously on page 96, the symbols used 

here have the following meaning *, 

X --the first adainistration of the test 

1 —-the seeond administration of the test 

T —the product-moment coefficient 

^ —summation sigh 

x —the deviation of X scores from the mean of Test X 

y —the deviation of X scores from the mean of Test Y. 

A class of twenty-five fourth-grade pupils was used as 

the sample for this test of reliability. Sach of the two 

achievement test® was administered twice to this class, 

once during the fall semester of the 1958-1959 scholastic 

year and again during the spring semester. A few days 

elapsed between the two administrations of each test. 

Each pupil was identified by an assigned number which 

he placed on his test paper at each administration. The 

moan score of each administration was calculated, and the 

Pearson Product Moment Formula, as symbolised by the above 

formula, was then applied to these data. 

A summary of the data obtained from the application of 

this formula to the scores obtained from the two adminis-

trations of Test II is shorn iji Table V. The raw data are 

contained in Appendix 0, 
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fHl PBAKB01 Fi^DUOf-MOHMf GOUflOIMf Of 
OOlfilMflOI Of SCORES 01 TEST U 
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Administrations S : H 1 g sqr a?!2 : fi 

Test 25 38*64 481,?? 

; 25 39.44 ;322,0? ; 

: 319.72 ; .81 

fiiere were twenty-five pupils used in this sample. On 

the first admini at rat i on of Test IX, the mean, ©core was 

JS.64 and on the second administration-, ©r r©~test, the 

annas score was 39«44. The correlation of the two adminis-

trations (r) of Test II was *81. In the Pearson 

Product-Moment Formula the ©©efficient 1 represents perfect 

correlation. Since the correlation or feat II was .81, it 

may be interpreted to mean that the same results obtained 

from the two administrations of this test may be expected 

eighty-one times out of each hundred times the test is 

administered under the same conditions* Test II was con-

sidered sufficiently reliable for the purposes of this 

irnrestigati on. 

A summary of the data obtained from the application of 

the Pearson Product-Moment Formula to the scores obtained 

from the administrations of Test III is shown In Table VI. 

The raw data are contained in Appendix P. 
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$ABES ¥1 

THE PSAfiSON PlOOTOf-HOHSSf GOWWlGlMm OF 
COKRELATIOJT OF SCOBES 01 ffiBf 111 

Administration ' M : i M x 2 ; y 2 H 

Test 29 26.13 i198*18 

fie-fest 29 : 27*21 : 162.90 i 

153-15 | 

Twenty-nine pupils composed the sample used in this 

measure of the reliability of Test i n , On the first 

administration of the test, the » a s score was 26.13 and 

on the second, or re-test, the mean soore was 27-21. The 

correlation (r) of the two administrations of Teat III was 

•7^* This coefficient of correlation indicated that the 

reliability of this test was sufficiently high for the pur-

poses of this investigation. 

Equation of Groups of Pupils 

For the purpose of equating the experimental and con-

trol groups of pupils with respect to their comprehension 

of oral Spanish, a preliminary achievement teat was 

administered to 676 fourth-grade pupils In September, 

195®. These pupils composed twenty-six separate classes, 

thirteen of which t/ere taught respectively by the thirteen 

teachers of the experimental group of teachers, and a like 
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number of ©lasses were taught by the thirteen teachers of 

the control group of teachers. 0»© class of the experi-

mental group of pupils and. one Glass of the control group 

of pupils were composed almost entirely of "bilingual 

pupils. The pupil® of these classes scored nearly 100 per 

coat on the test? consequently, both classes war# excluded 

fro® further statistical consideration in this investiga-

tion,. Of the remaining 626 pupils, $4 scored 50 per cent 

or more on feet X« the remaining 572 pupils scored less 

than 50 par cent, most of the scores ranging from jsero to 

20 per cent# this sharp cleavage in the distribution of 

scores was interpreted to indicate that those pupils who 

comprehended oral Spanish scored very high on the test, and 

those whose scores were achieved by chance scored low on 

the test* After the pupils who scored 50 per cent or more 

on the test were arbitrarily excluded from any further 

statistical consideration, the mean score of the experi-

mental group of pupils and the mean score of the control 

group of pupils were compared to determine the significance 

of difference between them* 

Of the 572 pupils who were thus left in the experi-

mental and control groups, 291 were in the experimental 

group, and 281 were in the control group. 3D he critical 

ratio was used to test the significance of difference 

between the mean scores of the two groups of pupils 
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remaining, This statistic was deemed appropriate for this 

purpose because it reveals the ratio between the mean 

score® of the experimental and control groups of pupils and 

tli® standard error of the respective scores of the two 

groups of pupils. 

The critical ratio of the respective scores of the two 

groups of pupils was calculated by means of the formula 

symbolized as followss 

c«= ̂ ~M< 
1 .s: + v-

In this formula the initials 08 represent the critical 

ratio. The symbol® and Hg represent the respective 

means of the experimental and control groups of pupils. 

fhe denominator of the fraction is the square root of the 

sum of the squared standard error of the two sets of scores 

divided, by the number of scores minus on® in each of the 
2 

two populations. ,4® McMemar observes, when the number of 

cases is not too small, the critical ratio will follow the 

unit normal curve. This fact permits one to discover in 

2 
Quinn ffefemar, Psychological Statistics. 2nd ed. 

(Mew Xork, 1955)* pp. " 
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the table of normal curve functions the probability ©f a 

deviation as great as that observed. (In this cam the 

deviation is the difference between the observed means of 

the two samples.) 

fable Til indicates the number of pupils taking 

lest I, the means of the experimental and control groups 

of pupils, the difference between the respective means of 

the two groups of pupils, the standard deviations, and the 

critical ratio. 

TABLE TO 

msmm op pupils, mims, bipfbhmce oi hsams, 
STANDARD EBVIATIOHS, ABD CBITICAL MflO 

f ESS I 

Groups H H Difference 
of Means 3 CR 

Experimental 291 1.50 1,55 

Control 281 1.67 1.32 

.17 1.55 

the mean score achieved by the experimental group of 

pupils was 1.50, and the aean score achieved by the control 

group of pupils was 1.67. The standard deviation of the 

experimental group was 1.35, and the standard deviation of 

the control group was 1.52. fh® difference between the 
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mean scores of the two groups was #17. The greater score 

was achieved toy the control group of pupils* 

A critical ratio of 1.55 indicates that a difference 

between the two means as great as .1? would oocur approxi-

mately 12 per cent of the time by chance alone. It was 

concluded, therefore, that the experiaental and control 

groups of pupils were matched. 

Kesults of Jest II 

After the pupils of the experimental and control 

groups had received nine hours of instruction, Test II was 

administered. At this time there were 286 pupils in the 

experimental group and 278 pupils in the control group. 

There were several factors that contributed to this dif-

ference in the number of pupils who took Test I and Teat 

II* On® hundred and four pupils were rejected froa further 

statistical consideration after they scored 50 per cent or 

more on the preliminary test* Others had changed schools 

or were absent from school on the day the Test II was 

given. The score® of pupils in the various ©lasses who 

participated in Test II but had not participated in Test I 

were not considered in the statistical calculations. 

After Test II was scored, and the score of each pupil 

was recorded, a comparison of the respective scores of the 

two groups of pupils was made by the use of the same 

critical ratio formula used for Test I. 
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Table VIII shows the summary of the data obtained from 

tiie application of this critical ratio formula. 

TiiBLI ¥111 

HUtlBEB OF PUPILS, HS4H5, BIFflBMGS BETWEEN MEANS, 
STAHDAKD DEVIATIONS, AND CRITICAL RATIO 

TKSf II 

Groups » M Difference 
of Means <r 01 

Experimental 286 57.17 7.26 

Control 278 3%m 8.73 

1.68 2. *7 

The mean score achieved by the experimental group of 

286 pupils was 37»17» and the mean score of the control 

group of 2?8 pupils was 35«49» The standard deviation of 

the experimental group was 7*26, and the standard deviation 

of the control group was 8.73* The difference "between the 

mean scores of the two groups of pupils was 1*68* The 

greater score was achieved by the pupils of the experi-

mental group. 

The critical ratio was determined by dividing the dif-

ference between the two means by the square root of the sum 

of the quotients obtained by dividing the squared standard 

deviation of each group divided by the number of pupils in 

each corresponding group minus one. The resulting critical 
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ratio was 2*47» A critical ratio of this magnitude was 

interpreted to signify that the difference between the two 

means of this test would occur between 2 and 3 per cent of 

the time by chance alone, and wag therefore statistically 

significant near the 2 per cent level. 

Results of Test III 

After the pupils of the experimental and control 

groups had received eighteen hours of instruction in 

Spanish, Test III was administered to them in May, 1959* 

At this time there were 228 pupils in the experimental 

group and 234 pupils in the control group* The same fac-

tors that contributed to the variation in the membership 

of the two groups of pupils at the time Test II was 

administered contributed to a similar variation in Hay 

when Test III was administered. 

Precisely the same procedures were used in the treat-

ment of the data obtained from the administration of Test 

III that were used for Test II* A summary of these data 

are presented in Table IX. 

Table IX indicates the number of pupils in each 

group, the respective means of the two groups of pupils, 

the difference between the means, the standard deviations, 

and the critical ratio. 
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TABLE IX 

OTHBSE Of PUPILS, MEAHS, DIFFI1EMGE SKEVBSK MEANS, 
SfAtfMKB BlflAIIOIS, AIIB CRITICAL KATIO 

flSf III 

Groups » : m Difference : 
of Means cr CB 

Experimental 228 21.44 4.06 j 

Control 234 1 19.80 4.66 ! 

1*64 4.07 

The mean score achieved by the experimental group of 

228 pupils was 21.44, and the mean score of the control 

group of 234 pupils was 19*80. Hi® standard deviation of 

the experimental group was 4.06, and the standard deviation, 

of the control group was 4*66* The difference between the 

mean scores of the two groups of pupils was 1*64* The 

greater score was achieved by the pupils of the experi-

mental groups* 

The critical ratio was determined by dividing the 

squared standard deviation of each group divided by the 

number of pupil® in each corresponding group minus one. 

The resulting critical ratio was 4.07- A critical ratio 

of this magnitude was interpreted to signify that the dif-

ference between the two means would occur by chance alone 

less than 1 per cent of the time, and was, therefore, 

statistically significant. 
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SUHMAEX, CONCLUSIONS, AND HECQMMSHDATIOKS 

Summary of Purposes and Procedures 

fiie purpose of the present investigation was to mate® a 

statistical comparison of the achievement in Spanish, of two 

groups of fourth-grade pupil®* One group was taught by 

teacher® who participated in a Spanish in-service educa-

tional program, and the other group was taught by teachers 

who did not participate in the program. The teachers who 

participated in the program had a maximum of three college 

hours in Spanish. These teachers are referred to as the 

experimental group of teachers. The teachers who did not 

participate in the Spanish in-service educational program 

had a minimum of twelve college hours in Spanish. These 

teachers are referred to as the control group of teachers. 

Specifically, the purposes of the present investiga-

tion were as follows: 

1. f© 'determine whether there was any significant 

difference between the achievement in comprehending Spanish 

made by the group of pupils who had been taught for nine 

hours by the experimental teachers and the achievement made 

by the group of pupils who had been taught Spanish by the 

control teachers for the saa® length of time. 

110 
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2. So determine whether there was any significant 

difference between the achievement of the two groups of 

pupils after having received eighteen hours of instruction 

in Spanish. 

In order to provide a statistical basis for accom-

plishing the stated purposes of this study, the following 

null hypotheses were formulated to he investigated by the 

data obtained fro® the administration of two achievement 

tests: 

1. Shere was no significant difference between the 

January mean scores of the pupils taught by the experi-

mental Spanish teachers and the January mean scores of the 

pupils taught by the regular Spanish teachers. 

2. There was no significant difference between the 

May mean scores of the pupils taught by the experimental 

Spanish teachers and the May mean scores of the pupils 

taught by the regular Spanish teachers. 

Consistent with hypothesis number 1, the following 

questions were formulated: 

1* What was the mean achievement score made by the 

experimental group of pupils in January after having 

received nine hours of instruction in Spanish? 

2. What was the mean achievement score made by the 

control group of pupils in January after having received 

nine hours of instruction in Spanish? 
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5* What was the significance of the difference 

between the mean scores achieved by the two groups of 

pupils after having received nine hours of instruction 

in Spanish? 

Consistent with hypothesis number 2, the following 

questions were formulated: 

1, What was the mean achievement score aade by the 

experimental group of pupils ia Hay after having received 

eighteen hours of instruction in Spanish? 

2. What was the mean achievement score made by the 

control group of pupils in May after having received 

eighteen hours of instruction in Spanish? 

5. What was the significance of the difference 

between the mean scores achieved by the tw© groups of 

pupils after having received eighteen hours of instruc-

tion in Spanish? 

Summary of Procedures 

It was decided to compare the pupil achievement in 

beginning Spanish in the fourth grade under the experi-

mental program with the pupil achievement of a similar 

group of pupils under the regular program, fhe experiment 

was conducted over a period of approximately one year. 

There are many factors that operate in an experiment 

in the area of instruction, and it is with considerable 

difficulty that they are controlled. It is believed, 
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however, that the following factors were controlled to a 

satisfactory degree in this study. 

1. instruction time. »%ual time was given in both 

the experimental and control programs for the teaching of 

Spanish* In each program instruction in Spanish was given 

for two twenty-minute periods each week. 

2. Glass size. The classes as a whole wore very 

similar in size. The maximus and minimum numbers of pupils 

in the various classes were nearly the same and the number 

of classes in the experimental program was also very simi-

lar to the number in the control group. 

J. Teachers. One of the factors most difficult to 

control in an experiment in teaching often concern© the 

teachers themselves. The questions of professional train-

ing, general teaching competence, and enthusiasm for the 

experiment are some of the matters that must he considered 

when teaching-learning is to he evaluated. In this study, 

however, all the teachers had previous teaching experience. 

All held at least a Baccalaureate degree, and about as 

equal number in each program held the Master's degree. All 

were regularly employed teachers in the Fort Worth Public 

Schools and were assigned to teach in the fourth grade. 

Hone were native Spanish-speaking persons. 

4. Inasmuch as all the teachers who participated in 

the experiment were fully informed beforehand about what 
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participation in the study would involve * and all entered 

into it voluntarily, it is presumed, that personal or pro-

fessional motivation and enthusiasm would be comparable in 

both groups of teachers, fh© difference in the specific 

knowledge of Spanish and how to teach it is a basic part 

of this experiment* la all other respect®, it is felt that 

the teachers in both groups were equal. 

5* In-service education. Basic to the present 

experiment was the Spanish in-service educational program. 

An intensive study of Spanish and methods and materials for 

teaching it was sad® by the teachers of the experimental 

group. The same methods and materials were sad# available 

to the teachers of the control group. However, the 

teachers in this latter group, as has previously been 

mentioned, did not participate in the in-service Spanish 

education program. The same textbook was used in all the 

classes• 

6. the problem. The problem of the study was to 

determine the effectiveness of an im-servie© education 

program as a means of providing qualified foreign language 

teachers for elementary schools. Specifically, the problem 

was concerned with a statistical comparison of the achieve-

ment of two groups of pupils. One group was composed of 

fourth-grade pupils who were taught Spanish by teachers who 

had had a maximum of three college hours in Spanish and who 
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had participated in an in-service education program. The 

other group was composed ©f fourth-grade pupils who were 

taught bj teachers who had had a Biaiaum of twelve college 

hours in Spanish hut had not participated in an in-service 

education program* The null hypotheses tested were as 

follows: (1) there was no significant difference between 

the achievement of the two groups of pupils at the conclu-

sion of nine hours of instruction? and (2) there was no 

significant difference between the achievement of the two 

groups at the conclusion of eighteen hours of instruction. 

7* The procedure. In order to test the achievement 

of the two groups of pupils, it was necessary to equate 

them with respect to their knowledge of Spanish before the 

instructional program was initiated. ?or this purpose a 

test was administered to all pupils in the fourth-grade 

classes who were prospective participants in the experi-

ment. Those pupils who achieved about 40 per cent on the 

test were arbitrarily eliminated from, further statistical 

consideration. 

For the purpose of measuring the achievement of the 

two groups of pupils after nine and eighteen hours of 

instruction, two other achievement tests were administered. 

Test II was administered by the various teachers after 

nine hours of pupil instruction. Test III was similarly 

administered after eighteen hours of pupil instruction. 
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8. fiesults. fh© statistical technique used to estab-

lish the reliability ©f Tests II aad H I was the Pearson 

Product-Moment Coefficient of Correlation method described 

in Statistics for Teachers** The analysis of the results 

of the two applications of this technique revealed the fol-

lowing findingst 

a. By comparing the Initial measure with the re-test 

measure, it was found that the coefficient of correlation 

of the two administrations of Test II was *81* 

b. By comparing the initial measure with the re-test 

measure, it was found that the coefficient of correlation 

of the two administrations of Test III was »?4. 

The critical ratio technique used to test the null 

hypothesis for Tests II and III is described by Walker in 

Elementary Statistical Methods.^ 

The critical ratio of the two sets of scores on 

Test II was 2.43. This result indicated that this dlffer*-

enc© between the means of the two groups on Test II reached 

significance near the 2 per cent level. This was inter-

preted to mean that each group of pupils achieved 

approximately the same scores as the other after they 

had received nine hours of instruction. 

i 
Kelson, Denny, and Coldarcl, oj>. clt*, pp. 95-97. 

op. clt». pp. $4-59•) 
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The critical ratio of the two sets of scores on 

Test III was #*07* Shis result indicates that this differ-

ence between the means of the two groups on Test III 

reached significance near the 1 per cent level. Sine© 

the experimental group of pupils had achieved the larger 

mean, this result was Interpreted to indicate that the 

experimental group of pupils achieved significantly more 

on Test III than the pupils who composed the control group. 

The procedures used in this investigation were as fol-

lows: 

1« A group of thirteen fourth-grade teachers with a 

maximum of three college hours in Spanish were secured to 

participate in a Spanish In-service educational program* 

2. A Spanish in-service educational program was con-

ducted for these teachers in the elenentary schools of 

Fort Worth* Texas. This program consisted of the following 

steps: 

a. A list of guiding principles and objectives for 

beginning Spanish in the fourth grade was formed. 

h. Twelve study sessions in an in-service educational 

program were held. 

c* Taped recordings of certain Instructional 

materials w#r@ made available to the teachers throughout 

the year. 

3« A group of thirteen fourth-grade teachers was 

secured to function as a control group. These teachers had 
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a ninimufi ©f twelve college hours la Spanish. They agreed 

to teach Spanish to their pupila according to st schedule 

followed by the teachers in the experimental group. The 

teachers in the control group did not participate in the 

in-service educational program. 

4. Three achievement tests were administered by the 

experimental and control teachers to their respective 

classes of pupils. The first test was administered in 

September; the second, in January; and the third, in May 

during the scholastic year 1958-1959* The September test 

was administered before the pupila had received any 

instruction in Spanish. The purpose of this test was to 

equate the experimental and control groups of pupils. The 

January test was given after the pupils had received a 

total of nine hours of instruction in Spanish. The May 

test was given after the pupils had received a total of 

eighteen hours of instruction in Spanish. The reliability 

of the January and May tests was determined by the applica-

tion of the Pearson Product-Moment Formula which is 

©yatoolized as follows: 

i n 

1 U x 2) (jf y 2) 

5* The data collected from the administration of the 

September test were used to equate the experimental and 
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control groups of pupils with, respect to the comprehension 

of oral Spanish, "before they had received any instruction in 

Spanish during the scholastic year 1958-1959• 

6. fhe data collected from the admini strati on of the 

January test were used to compare the achievement ©f the 

two groups of pupils in the comprehension of Spanish after 

they had received nine hours of instruction in the 

language. 

7, The data collected from the admini strati on of the 

May tent were used to compare the achievement of the two 

groups of pupils after they had received eighteen hours of 

instruction in Spanish. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions can "be drawn from the data 

obtained in the present investigation: 

1. After receiving nine hours of instruction in 

Spanish given by experimental teachers % viz., teachers with 

a maximum of three college hours in Spanish who have par-

ticipated in a Spanish in-service educational program, a 

group of fourth-grade pupils will achieve as well on a test 

of comprehension of Spanish as a similar group of pupil® 

who have been taught the same length of time by regular 

teachers of Spanish, via., teachers with a minimum of 

twelve college hours in Spanish who have not participated 

in a Spanish in-service educational program. 
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fhis finding Is interpreted to mean that the quality • 

of the instruction given by the beginning teachers during 

the first nine hours they taught was as effective as that 

given by the regular Spanish teachers. In the workshop of 

the in-service education program, an intensive study was 

sad® of pronunciation and th® fundamental grammatical con-

structions of Spanish that could be expected in the course 

of study agreed upon for this experimental teaching. this 

intensive study of th® language and methods of teaching 

beginning Spanish, including the use of specially prepared 

tape recordings* assisted the beginning teachers to over-

come to some extent the lack of training that might be 

expected from a long period of formal study in college. 

2. After eighteen hours of instruction, the pupils 

taught by th© experimental teachers will achieve as well as 

or better on a test of comprehension of Spanish than the 

pupils who have been taught by the regular teacher© of 

Spanish. 

This finding is interpreted to mean that the effec-

tiveness of the teaching done by the beginning teacher® 

continued throughout the entire duration of the experiment. 

From these findings it may be concluded that if 

teachers with the usual qualifications for teaching Spanish 

are not available, it is not- necessary to postpone indefi-

nitely the introduction of the Spanish program in the 
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elementary grades. fhe 3?®suits of this study also indicate 

that it might be desirable to provide an in-service educa-

tion program for all beginning teachers of Spanish 

including those who have more than the minimal number of 

college hour®. 

This study does not imply that improvement cannot be 

made in the control-type program employed in the present 

experiment. Other techniques might prove more effective 

than those used in this project, fhe findings of this 

study do not justify the conclusion that the procedures 

used here are the only ones that could be used in a Spanish 

in-service educational program. 

It cannot be inferred from the findings of this study 

that a Spanish in-service education program is superior'to 

or is the equivalent of the more formal training that is 

given in college classes- This study does not imply that 

beginning teachers who participate in an in-service educa-

tion program such as the one employed in this project will 

have a knowledge ©f Spanish comparable with that of 

teachers who have twelve or more college hours in Spanish* 

It is believed that if the regular teachers had 

received the same guidance and assistance as the experi-

mental teachers received from the in-service education 

program, the pupils of the control group would have sur-

passed the pupils of the experimental group. Also, it is 
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probable that participation, in the experimental teaching 

itself gave to the experimental teachers a feeling of 

personal involvement and enthusiasm which could hare been 

lacking among the teachers of the control group. 

It is the conclusion of this study, however, that a 

Spanish in-service education program can assist teachers 

to teach "beginning Spanish in the elementary grades and 

that it can be useful in the initiation of the Spanish 

program in the elementary grades where teachers with the 

usual amount of formal college training are not available, 

Educational Implications 

This study of a Spanish in-service education program 

carries with it the following implications t 

1. In-service education should he considered as a 

means of assisting beginning teachers of Spanish in the 

elementary grade®, 

2. fhe use of any method or mechanical aid, such as 

the tape recorder and record player, which assists the 

teacher or pupils should be considered* 

3* 3?he use of an in-service education program as a 

possible means of improving the teaching of Spanish in the 

elementary schools should be considered. 

#. fhe necessaiy skills for improving the teaching of 

Spanish may possibly be acquired through a variety of 

methods. 
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5« The ma© of in-service education programs may b® 

useful in the general teacher education program. 

Becommendations 

1* la the present investigation m© attempt was mad© 

to equate the two groups of pupil® with regard to intelli-

gence quotients or any other learning capacity, this is 

justified on the assumption that in such a large number of 

pupils chosen from the same sections of the population for 

both groups* economic and sociological factors would have 

an equal chance to operate without prejudice against either 

group, fhe two groups of pupils were equated only on the 

basis of grade placement and the ability to comprehend oral 

Spanish prior to the beginning of the instructional phase 

of this study, in equation of pupils ©a the bases of 

intelligence quotients and eausal relationships that slight 

affect their learning of a foreign language should become 

the center of further study, for it is not entirely dear 

how such factors influence learning in foreign language 

study. Such an Investigation might be useful to counselors 

and others who have the responsibility of pupil guidance. 

2. the present investigation included tests for which 

there were no established norms. Although an attempt was 

mad® to achieve approximate reliability and validity for 

the tests, the samples were too small to warrant more than 

approximate reliability. The use of standardised tests in 
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a similar study should yield additional knowledge concern-

ing the achievement of two groups of pupils taught under 

different circumstances. therefore, it is recommended that 

a similar study be made in which More accurate measurements 

of achievements are used. 

5» 2!he close degree of achievement of the two groups 

of pupils who participated in this investigation may not 

accurately represent their true achievement. The limited 

area of study which characterized the instructional program 

of this study may not have allowed the pupils to demon-

strate their full achievement. Although the instructional 

requirements used in this study were comparable with the 

requirements or materials usually found in various text-

books, manuals, and courses of study, further study in 

which a broader curricular base is used should reveal 

additional knowledge of the relative achievement of similar 

groups of pupils. 



APPENDIX A 

OBJECTIVES ADOPTED FOE A BEGINNING 
SPANISH COURSE FOE GHADE I? 

A* Pupil 

1. Growth, in the ability to distinguish Spanish 

sounds, words, and expressions when heard. 

2m Growth in the ability to understand simple spoken 

Spanish. 

3. Growth in the ability to repeat or imitate simple 

Spanish, words and expressions. 

4. Growth in the ability to express in Spanish simple 

numerical concepts from one to fifty. 

5» Growth in the ability to understand and use orally 

the common adjectives of color and size. 

6* Growth in the ability to speak and understand 

simple expressions of courtesy. 

7. Growth in the understanding and skill in the aural 

use of the principles of agreement of articles, adjectives, 

verbs, nouns, and pronouns. 

8. Growth in the knowledge and oral use of the prin-

ciples of pluralization. 

9* Growth in developing a functional vocabulary of 

simple, common, and useful words pertaining to the family, 

125 
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the horn®, tli® body, the clothing, school, food, trans-

portation, and coanaunication. 

10, Gx-owth in the knowledge of Mexican folk customs. 

B. Teacher 

11, To teach entirely or almost entirely ©a an 

aural-oral basis* 

12* To provide oral learning experiences in learning 

Spanish similar to those provided in learning the native 

language. 

13- To emphasize the importance of vocal stress# 

14. To provide definite periods of approximately 

twenty minutes two or three tines each week for the teach-

ing of Spanish. 

15. To provide instruction in keeping with the 

experiences of the children. 

16. To encourage good listening habits. 

1?. To encourage pupils to seek to initate the pro-

nunciation of Spanish sounds. 

18. To provide for the social and emotional growth 

of the pupils in the elementary Spanish program. 
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APPMDIX 0 

PRONUNCIATION GUIDE-VOWELS J 

Spanish Similar English Sounds Ixamples 

A father j Sala 

B They Be, le 

I, J \ Police, mm Xdbro* y 

0 Poll©# IAbro 

11 Bud* tfuohos 

PEQKUNCI ATI OH GUI DE-COSSONAHfS 

Spanish Similar Englisb. Sounds : Examples 

C Before "a," Ho," "ut
M or a consonant, 

has the "k" sound as "cn in "cut." Omfe 

0 i Bator© "e" or "i»M pronounced as Mc" 
In "city." 

Gentro» 
oineo 

Oh As the nch" in "church." Mmcho 

D At the beginning of a word, pro-
nounced as it is in English. Dolor 

D Between Towels and in the final posi-
tion, pronounced as ttthw in "then.n 

Sed, 
dado 

Q Before Ha," "o," % " or a consonant, 
pronounced as "gM in "give.M Ganar 

^Similar guides aay be found. la any standard treatment 
of Spanish pronunciation. 
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FKOmraCIATIOil GUI BE-COKSONAH!ES--Ooatin*wd 

Spanish Similar English Sounds Examples 

G Before M®M or "i,M pronounced a® MhM 

in atma$yn General 

1 Silent in Spanish Habana 

J MH" as in "hero" J&rro 

L Same as in English Log 

LI "T" la "ye" or Mllw la "Villiaa" Llave 

H Same as in English Mas 

M Sam© as in English lo 

1 m m » 4 «t ff s%r%-4 Hj WLm WuL JLH QWLQM Stnor 

P Same as in English Papa 

Q "Cw in "can" j Que 

fi j In the initial position, strongly 
rolled| in oth@r position®, only 
slightly rolled Bemar 

i r j ; Strongly rolled Jarro 

T "5" in "tip" Tod© 

?» B Usually almost identical in sound; 
1 like th® English "b. 

Burro, 
vaca 

X ' in ox&sii ; sometimes h ij@t 
"her©*'1 in Umkie© 

Ebeamen, 
Hexlee 

1 "I" in "yet" To 

z "S" in "mom®" (in Itatin~Am@riea} Cabeaa 
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Spanish S imi la r English Sounds Examples 

a t , (y) Mai" i n "Kaiser" a i r e , 
mayo 

au "ou" i n MoutH causa 

©i, (y) "ey" l a "they* l e y 

i a "ya" i n "yam" v i a j e 

i e "ye" i n "ye" b ien 

i o "yo" i n "yore" yo 

im "•w" i n "ewe" eiudad 

©1» <y) "oi" i n " o i l " soy 

ua "wa" i a "waffle-" cuando 

me V i n "wean" j atieble 

u i l i k e word, w© ! fui i ios 

uo "wo" i n "wove" averiguo 

I t i s re ©©amended t h a t s tuden ts of Spanish who wish, t o 

gain a thorough mastery of this phonology of the language 

aake a study of Spanish phonemic a . I n a course of s tudy 

involving a H a l t e d vocabulary, such as the presen t one, 

c a r e f u l im i t a t i on of t he Spanish words which have been 

recorded on magnetic t ape i s urged. As a f u r t h e r guide f o r 
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pronunciation, particular attention is called to the fol~ 

2 

lowing notes: 

1. The letter e M s two sounds. When it is the final 

member of a syllable, the letter £ is pronounced like the © 

in the English word they pronounced without dlpfcthongista-

tion. When g is followed by r or rjr, it has a more open 

sound, similar to the e in the English words set and met. 

2. . The letter c has two distinctive sounds, Vhen it 

precedes i or £, it has the sound of m in the English word 

sir. (In certain parts of Spain c has the sound of th in 

the English word think*) Vhen c precedes a, o, or u, it 

has the k sound as in English. 

J. The letter n is usually pronounced as it is in 

laglish, but before b, v, or £, it is pronounced like a. 

For a more precise and detailed treatment of Spanish 

phonology, the student is referred to a standard manual of 

pronunciation. It will be noted that for the sake of 

simplicity, certain details of pronunciation, such as the 

open and closed £ and the voiced £, have been omitted in 

this guide. A treatment of these important aspects of 

phonology would be expected in a more complete study of 

Spanish sounds. 
2 
Carlos Castillo and Otto F• Bond, The University of 

Chicago mmxtmh-Smlirnh* feglish-Spani^rgcfioaary'I"' " 
Cardinal ed. (Hew York, 19*8,), and any other standard 
treatment of Spanish phonology. 
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SAMPLE BECOMING JOH CLASSBOOM V9B 

Egressions of Courtesy 

Buenos dias, ninos y ninas. Bid you understand what I 

©aid? I as sure you know that I said, "Good Morning, boys 

and girls.w Listen again, "Buenos dias." "Buenos dias." 

Repeat this after me: "Buenos dias.fl Bvery day when I 

begin the Spanish lesson, I shall say, "Buenos dias, nlnoa 

y ninas," and you will want to aay to se, "Buenos dias." I 

said "aiSos y ninas." You hoys are "ninos," and you girl© 

are "ninas.rt Say after me: "ninos,H (pauae) "ninas.n No, 

I am not a "nina"; I am a "aaestra." Say after me? 

"a&estra," "saestra." 

How let * a practice. I say: "Buenos dias, ninos y 

ninas." What will you ninos y ninas say? (pauae) Are you 

ready? X say; "Buenos dias, ninos y ninas." You say 

(pause) Tes, you say, "Buenos dias, maestra." 

When you do se a favor or a courtesy, I shall say, 

"Gracias." Tou know what I say when you hand me the book, 

do you not? Yes, now say it in Spanish. Tes, "Gracias." 

The polite answer is "De nada.n Say it—"De nada." 

How are you this morning, John? In Spanish, I would 

ask, "iCoiao esta usted?" You would reply, "Huy Men, 
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gracias." Just these three words®. Repeat then, please: 

"Kuy Men, gracias." Mow, let * s try this again: John (or 

Juan), iComo esta usted? Xou say—(pause) "May Men* 

gracias." Nowt all of you ninos y ninas reply: "Muy Mei, 

gracias.M 

When I leave* I shall say, "adios." What do you think 

"adios" »@a»s? Say it, pleas©. "Adios." (Pause) Again, 

wadl©s.w 

Let's practice what we have learned. Answer a® in 

Spanish. 

Buenos dias, ninos y ninas. (Pause) Say it again 

with mq. "Buenos dias, aaostra.!T "iCoao esta us ted, 

nino?" Answer, "Muy bien, gracias.tt 

Gracias. What do you say whan I say "gracias"? Yes, 

you should say, MDe nada." Adios, ninos y ninas. Adios. 

MOfl TO THE TEACHER: It will he observed that in 

these materials usted with its proper verb form is fre-

quently employed when in all probability, Spanish-speaking 

natives would use tu with the second-person verb form, The 

¥&. form is employed here for the sake of simplicity, and 

it is consistent with that found in textbooks prepared for 

use in the elementary grades. 

This arbitrary restriction in the form of address is 

pedagogically justified in view of the fact that the stu-

dent will be practicing Spanish for the next few years in a 
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formal classroom situation, and it may he presumed that 

with increased fluency he will become familiar with, the 

exigencies of graomar in this respect. 

Many times the names of pupils in the class haw 

counterpart© in Spanish. When this is the case, the 

teacher may find it advantageous to use the Spanish forma 

of the names as a means of developing interest among the 

pupils. It will be noted, however, that many American 

proper names do not have exact counterparts in Spanish. 
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KXEHCI3BS IN PR0UTJ8CIATI0N 

To the pupilsa Pronounce the words after me which you 

hear. 

fo the teachers Please observe the words and sen-

tences on this mimeographed page, Tou will probably wish 

to write them on the hoard or mimeograph them. 

Boys and girls, are you ready? I shall pause after 

each word long enough for you to repeat it. 

Haria 

llamo 

llama 

soy 

dice (says) 

ni na 

ninlta 

su (his, her, your, their) 

Xa&s 

ml 

olla 

llevo 

lleva 

heraana 

tengo 

tiene 

aanos 

ella 

esta 

®s (is, are) 

de (of) 

Esta es la nina. 

SIla es ninita. 

Ilia s# llama Haria. 

La nina tiene una 

heraana* 

Z*a hermana de la nina 

se llama Ines. 

135 
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Exercise on Syllabication, Accent and Stress* 

1. fhere ay© as many syllable© in a word as there are 

vowels or diphthongs: "ge~ne~ral." 

2. Between two vowels a single consonant is pro-

nounced with the following Towels "ca-sa," "pa-pel.tt 

5» Hh®& two consonants appear together, they are 

usually separated in pronunciation, the first going with 

the preceding syllable and the second going with, the suc-

ceeding syllable, fh© consonants "ch," *11"rr,H or a 

combination of consonants ending in 1 or JP are not sepa-

rated from each other* 

Words ending in a vowel, or in "n" or "s," are 

stressed on the next to the last syllable: me-sa, 

ela-aes. In words that terminate In any consonant except 

"n" or "sM stress is received on the final syllables 

pa-pel, 

% Words in which these rules do not apply have a 

graphic accent over the stressed vowel* 

1Babcock and Cooper, 0£. cit.« p. 4, and any other 
standard guide for syllabication and stress-
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1XBB01SS IS PKOHUNCIATIGIS" PBEPABED OS MAGNETIC TAPE 

(Stressed syllables are underlined) 

Words Syllabication and Stress Meaning 

ela&e cla-se class 

comienssa begin® 
cuando ©mas-do when 
ocho £~cho eight 
die® di-ce sajs, 

t«lls 
escnela es-cue-la j school 
•a punto en~pwt~to2 ©xaetly 
hora ho-ra hour 
media S®~dia half-past 
minutos mi~im~tos mimmtes 
llaina lla-ma calls 
reloj J ra-loj ClOClt, 

watch 
adios a-dloa good-bye 
lapis li-pla pencil 
tormina ter-mi-na ©n&s 
perm pe-rro dog 

2 
Pronouneed "em-pim-to,M ttJP before "b, 

®o«mds lik# m&*n 
Mv,n or Mp" 
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EXERCISE 01 PEONUNCIATION OF NOMBEHS 

DIRBCTIOHS ,$0 TEACHER: Pronounce the following word®., 

observing the stressed syllables* Let pupila repeat both 

the words and sentences as they hear the recording. 

Words : Syllabication leaning 

one© oa~ce 11 

doc® do-ce i 12 

treee tre-ce 13 

eatorce ea-tor~ee m 
quince quln-ce 15 

di« y seis® diea-y-seia 16 

veiate T®in-te 20 

XXESCI3E ON TILLING TIHB 

Spanish 

1. iQnte hom es? 

2. Es la \ma» 

3* Son las do®, etc, 

4. Son las do® y media. 

5* Son las tree aenoa dies. 

English 

Whet time is it? 

It is one o'clock* 

It is two, etc. 

It is hsir~p&sl! two • 

It is ten past three. 
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EJCEBCISE OM TELLING TIME—-Continued 

7. 

a. 

Spanish 

6. Son las miatro en (em) 

punto. 

Dies para las doce. 

La escuela comienza a 

las nueve en punto. 

9. la cl&se temina a la® 

tres en (em) punto. 

10. iA que hora comiensa la 

elase? 

11* La elase comienza a las 

diez y quince. 

Englisii 

It is four sharp. 

fen till twelve. 

School begins at nine 

sharp. 

The class ©ads at three 

sharp* 

At what time does the class 

"begin? 

The class begin© at tea-

fifteen. 

Teacher adjusts the clock to read five after eight o'clock. 

T. iQjm hora es? Hh&t time is it? 

B. Son las ooho y cinco. It is five after eight 

o'clock. 

Teacher adjusts the clock to read five minutes till three. 

T. &Que hora est ¥hat ti®e is it? 

P. Son las tre@ menos cinco. It is five minutes till 

three. 

Teacher adjusts the clock to read eight minutes past five. 

T. iQue hora es? What time is it? 

P. Son las cinco y ocho. It is eight minutes past 

five. 
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fhe teacher should read or say the entire dialogue 

several times before the pupils are asked to participate, 

fh® pupils should reply in a chorus the first time, and 

then individual pupil© should be encouraged to participate. 

f. ik quo hora termina la escuela? 

At what hour (time) does school close? 

P. La escuela tenaina a las tres j cuarenta (or a las 

cuatro menos veinte)* 

f. ik que hora coniensa la escuela? 

P. L& escuela comienta a las naeve menos dt®&» 

f. iQue dice el reloj? 

P. 11 reloj aos dice la hora. 

T. iQa® hora es cuando termina la clase? 

P. Is la mm j media cuaado la clase termina. 

f» De la tarde—in the afternoon 

Be la noche—in the evening or night 

De la aafiana—in the morning 

Son las ocho de la noche. It is eight (o'clock) P.M. 

A las ocho de la maiaana—at sight a.m. 
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mm Am OK MAGNETIC f AP$ 

1. To teach the vocabulary of the classroom* 

2* To apply tli© skills already partially acquired, 

i. numbers, telling time, days of the week, etc. 

Procedure 

ffoueh or point to the objects in the room and say them 

in Spanish. Associate implied action with the words. 

Have pupils cut out, draw pictures of the objects and 

put them in their Spanish notebooks. It Is most important 

that notebooks be kept, for this helps pupils organise 

their learning. 

Bepe&ting the words and phrase® several times, using 

exactly the same words and phraseology, before permitting 

pupils to reply. 

Use the taped records several times t requiring that 

pupils (a) listen, and (b) Imitate. 

After the oral approach, read the printed words. 
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Spanish Syllabication Meaning 

sala de clase sa~la de cla-se 
mmtm. ww»ii»ww» 

classroom 

el pisarroa Bi-za-rrom chalkboard 

papel pa-Hi paper 

lapis - la-pig pencil 

mesa me~sa table 

(The teacher will please refrain fa?©® "translating,w 

or saving in English the words of the lesson* Eepeat the 

Spanish word every time an explanation is asked.) 

T. (Touching chalkboard) 

1st© es el piiarron. 

^Que mm este? 

1st® es el pisorroau 

Niios, £Q»e #» @®t®? 

P. Kste es @1 ptsarron. 

(The children should answer first in concert, then 

individually.} 

f, 11 pisarron es verde (negro). 

iDe que color es el pisarr&a? 

The stressed syllables are underlined# The graphic 
accent is used when required according to the rules for 
Spanish orthography. 
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11 pisarron ©s verde (negro). 

linos, I'M que color es @1 pizarron? 

P. SI pizarron es yerde (negro, etc.) • 

f, (Writing on board) To ©scribs en el pissarrom. 

1 writ© on til© board, 

iQue hago yo? 

P. Usted escribe en el pisarron. Ton write on the board. 

(Note the change in the verb form when the subject 

changes*) 

f . £C|u® escribo en el pisarron? What do I write on the 

board? 

P. listed escribe el espalbl en el plsarrom. 

f. (Indicating paper) iQue mm este? 

P. 1st© es papel bianco. 

T. (book) £Que es este? 

P. Este es el libro. 

f. <j>De que color es el libro? 

P. 11 libro es azul. 

T. (Indicating chair) iQue es esta? Ksta es la silla. 

4Que #s esta? 

P. Ista @s la silla. 

f # (Sitting down in the chairs you would say :) To me 

siento en la silla. 

(Bising and again sitting* says) To a® siento en la 

silla* &Que hago? To a® siento en la silla. 

linos „ £Que'hago? 
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(Have an individual pupil perform the act of sitting 

while saying ̂ ust what you have been saying, i. ©., 

i,Que hago? to me siento en la silla. 

f» ^Que haee mated, nino? What are you doing, child? 

(lot# that "hace" is used with "ttsted," while "hago" 

la used with nyo.") 

P. I© hago esto* (I am doiag this.) To me siento m la 

silla. 

f. iQ,ue hace muted, Pablo? What are you doing* Paul? 

P. To ae aiento en la silla. 

f. (Pointing to the table) lata m la aesa. £Que es eata? 

lata es la mesa, linos, es esta? 

P. lata es la mesa* 

T* (Sitting) To me siento en la mesa. (1 am seating 

ayself at the table.) 4Que hag© yo, ninos? 

P* listed ©e sienta en la mesa. (Please not© that "me" 

changes to wae" and B©ientoR changes to "sienta,n 

when- the subject becomes "mated.M 

f, Eata es la mesa. La mesa es graade. (Large) La mesa 

es bonita* 

Hay libros aobre (on) la mesa, iCuantoa libros hay 

sobr© la mesa? 

Hay dies libro©'sobre la mesa. 

SI papel ea bianco. La mesa es redonda (round). 

To escribo con (with) ai lapis. a Con que esoribo yo? 
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I© eserib© con ad. (ay) lapis en id pagel* To le© @1 

libro* (I read, the book.) iQa* lxago yo? To leo ni 

libro* iLee mated @1 libro? (Bo you read, or are 

you reading the book?) Si, yo leo @1 libro. (X®s» 

1 read Cor an. reading] the book*) 4 Be qu® eolor @© 

#1 pisarron? El pizarron es T©rd©. 11 pisarr6n es 

negro* linos, ̂ De que color es el pizarron? Si; 

el pizarr&a es verde* iQrtie hay en el pizarron? Sty 

name res en el pixarron. 

dos y dos eon «matr© 2 + 2 • 4 

tree y dos son cinco 3 + 2 • 5 

cuatr© y seis son diez 4 + 6 « 10 

cinoo y siete son dooe 5 + ? • 12 

sets y ocho son eafeoree 6 * 8 » 14 

©eis y imev© son quince 6.* 9 » 15 

quince 15 

oeho y dies son diaz y oeho 8 • 10 • 18 

xmeve y oaee son veiate 9 4 11 ** 20 

diez y dies son riente 10 + 10 • 20 

dos por dos son cuatro 2 x 2 » 4 

tres por dos son seis 2 x 3 • 6 

cuatro por cuatro son dies y seis 4 x 4 - 1 6 

cinco memos tres son dos 5 ~ 3 * 2 

seis mmtos uae son oinco 6 - 1 • 5 

ocho dividido por dos son cuatro 8 • 2 m 4 
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Buenos di&s, Pablo, &G6mo esta usted? Muy bien, 

gracias, iJ listed? 

Kuchas gracias, Maria. Be nada, Roberto. 

Adios, Senora Saith. Hasta la •vista. 

ft***#**# 

Interesting words for those who want additional knowledge. 

1. I»a estufa— stove 

2. estufa de gas—estufa electrica 

5* refriger&dor d@ gas-—refrigerador ©llctrieo 

4. ®1 abanico—the fan 

5. los trastes—dishes 

6. Lav© usted los trastes—-Wash the dishes. 

7* Preada usted ©1 gas. Light the gas. 

8. Apague usted ©1 gas. Turn off the gas. 

SXBR0ISE 01 DAYS OF WIS! 

Purpose® 

1* To increase knowledge of numbers (1-31) 

2. To learn days of week. 

J. To learn physical features of a classroom. 

Procedure 

1. Mimeograph, draw on the board, or have pupil® pre-

pare calendar for January showing the days of the week. 

lach day writ® "Boy e s " on board and leave 

all day. 
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2 . P r o n o u n c e a n d h a v e p u p i l s r e p e a t a £ t # r you t h e n e w 

words in the vocabulary. 

VOCABULARY 

S p a n i s h S y l l a b i c a t i o n a n d S t r e s s M e a n i n g 

s e m a n a j s e - a a - a a w e e k 

d o m i n g © do-aig-go Sunday 

lun.es ! l u n a e s Monday 

aarfces i a a r ~ t e s ; T u e s d a y 

m i e r o o l e s ! i Q i ® r - c o - l e s Wednesday 

j u e v a s J M - W S Thursday 

v i s r a e s T i e r - a e s ' friday 

s a b a d o aa-ba-do Saturday 

e n e r o e-ng-xo i J & a u a x y 

d x a d£& day 

S p a n i s h M e a n i n g 

auaeros numbers 

v e i a t i u a o twenty-one 

v e i n f c i d o s twenty-two 

veintitres t w e n t y - t h r e e 

v @ i a t i e u . a t i o twenty-four 

reintiolnco t w e n t y - f i v e 

treiata thirty 

m a s aore 
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Practice Exercise 

Hoy (oi) es lunea. today is Monday. 

iQae dia es hoy (oi)? What is today? 

Hoy ©s lima®. today is Honday. 

Hoy ©a martes. ' Today is Tuesday. 

Hoy es aiercoles. Today is Wednesday. 

Hot#: Let the class repeat this in chorus and then 

individually, tfs® this process employing the other days 

of the week* Point to the day of the week ©a a calendar 

and say, "iĈ ae dia es hoy?" 

$. La seaaaa tiene siete dias. 

Los dias de la mewaxm soai : - - —. 

Repeat these two sentences several times, requiring 

the pupils to listen carefully# Then say: "iQae dia M 

hoy? £Q,ue dia es est®,M pointing to your calendar to a 

certain day. 

P. Hoy (oi) es lunes, etc. 

(fieview lesson on clocks, or telling time, using pro-

cedures given for that lesson.) 

La Escuela (The School) 

T. (Touching the door) iQu© es esta? 1sta es la puerta. 

4Qu® e@ data? Ssta es la puerta. linos, ̂ qme es 

est a? 
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P. lata as la puerta. (First in concert and then indi-

vidually. ) Repeat this routine several times. 

Using tin® same procedure, either touching or 

pointing to the objects, say: es $sta? Sata 

es la vent ana. Minos, ,2, Que es esta? 

P. Ssta es la ventana. 

f. 1st© es ©1 techo, es est©? 1st# m @1 tech©* 

linos, 4 Que es est©? 

P. 1st© es el techo. 

Use the same procedure for "la pared," "el suelo," 

etc. Let the pupils touch the objects when feasible; 

otherwise, point to them. Direct the pupils to cut out 

pictures of these objects or draw them for their notebooks. 

Also, flash pictures of these objects, and practice identi-

fication in rapid succession. 



APPBHDIX 1 

CLASSROOM GAMES1 

1. "Pablo Bice" (Paul says) 

Two teams of pupils compete. A pupil from each team 

alternately serves as leader of the game. ®he leader says, 

"Pablo dice," and names as. article of clothing or it part of 

the body as listed in the vocabulary in the textbook, for 

example, he says "Pablo dice 'la boca. *M Svery member of 

both teams should touch his o n mouth. If the leader 

simply says, "i*a bocaH and touches his mouth, any meaner 

who touches M s mouth makes a "Fault," for he should make 

the motion only when the leader first says "Pablo dice.'* 

A "fault" constitutes a score point for the opposing team, 

and the pupil making the "fault" is out of the game. 

2. "(Que 99 est©?* (What is this?) 

She leader thinks of some object well known to the 

pupils for which the Spanish word should b© kaom to the 

©las®, for example, Hla blusa de Alicia." The pupils take 

turns asking leading questions which the leader must answer 

%or these or similar games see Hargit MaeBae, feach*» 
ims Spanish in the grades (Boston, 1957)» and Edna E. 
Babcock and Catherine Cooper, Children of the Americas. 
Spanish Series (San Francisco, 1958)• 
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la Spanish sentences# fhe object ©f the gam® is to guess 

what the object 1®. Some sample questions ara: a. iSs 

ropa? b. &8s Tarda? e. iSs blaooa? 4. |Ja 4a un nino? 

£nina» saaestra) #» iEs sm libra? f» &JSs la falda da 

Batty? ©to, 

3. Place pictures or real objects on a table. Let 

representatives of each tea® take turns holding up the 

object or pointing to the picture, saying M^Qu# as?" Than. 

ha himself says,, "late Casta) e®—Whatever the object is).B 

If ha misses, the "point" goes to the opposing teas* sad 

the next leader is chosen for th® other team. 

4. "&Qua airo? (What am I looking at?) 

This game ia played by letting a leader aay, MiQa« 

miro?1* (What am 1 looking at?) Others take turns guessing 

what it is that he seea. She dialogue is approximately 

tliis: 

I». MiQue airo?" 

P. "Hated mira una casaM ©r "^Hira us ted una easa?'* 

L. "Ho. Ho olro una casa. " 

P. "jMira usted una falda?" 

L* "Si. Miro una falda," etc. 

Finally, if someone guesses the correct object, for 

example, "una falda aaarilla," the leader says, "Si, miro 

una falda aaarilla.n Then the one who has gueased 
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correctly is the leader, and the process continues. Many 

variations can be utilised. 



APPENDIX 1 

fEACHBR'S MAUUAL Of BIESCflOlS IO» fSST 1 

Teacher reads to pupils: 

Pleas© writ® your name, the name of your school, and 

the date at the top of the page in the space® provided for 

the purpose. 

Mow look; at the example. In this example you see a 

row of objects. Bach object is numbered. At the left side 

of the row you will see a box or square# I shall read a 

sentence or aak a question in which I shall refer to one of 

these objects* Xou are to decide which object this is, and 

then you are to write the number of this object in the box 

or square at the left side of the page. I shall now begin. 

1. °$n el r£© hay auchos peees." If you know that 

"peces* means "fish," you know that 1 a® referring to 

object number 4* low you are to write this nusaber in the 

box at the left. See, it is already there, follow these 

same directions as I read the following sent©aces: 

1. la la man© y© tango una manzana. 

2. 11 nino esta sentado. 

3. iCual reloj indies la hora de aoost&rse? 

4. El libro esta debajo d@ la mesa* 
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5« iCual numero eigne catoree? 

6. Hueetra "basdera tieae tres colores; w m mm rojo; 

wao @s fclase©. tGaal es @1 testes©? 

7« && nuoiiAcha ties® una falda. 

8* Hay muchas ho^as en m a de estas eogas. ^Qmal es? 

9. En las aoches claras, iQue ire listed em @1 eielo? 

10* SI nino da el palo a su amigo. 



APPENDIX J 

TEST I, ADMINISTERED BEFORE INSTRUCTION BEGAN 

£ 

r~* & 
3, k 

I 

f 
Blanco 
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TEACHER'S MANUAL Of MllCflOfS FOR fSSf II 

teacher reads to pupils: 

Pleas© writ® your heading in the ©pacts provided at 

the top of the page. 

1. la item I you see a colusa of feglish words for 

certain colore* Shea I shall say the Spanish words for 

certain colors. When 1 say a Spanish word, I shall indi-

cate its number. Ion are to place this amber in the box 

©a the left side of the English word that means the same 

thing. Are you ready? 

a. amarillo. b. bianco. «. verde. 4. pardo, or 

cafi. e. asul. f. rojo. 

2. How look at column II. It is a list of letters. 

1 shall say in Spanish a series of numbers• When you hear 

me say a number in Spanish, write this number,, not the word, 

in the proper box. Begin with box *A,M and continue down 

the list. Are you ready? 

a. tres. b. cinco. c. dos. d. ocho. «. dies, 

f. siete. g« aeis. h. cuatro. i. nuere. 

3» Item III is a similar column of letters and boxes* 

These numbers refer to the picture ©f the dolls you see 

near the top of the page. Certain articles of clothing and 

156 
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parts of the body in this picture are numbered, 1 shall 

read some sentences in Spanish. Sach sentence will refer 

to one part of the body or article of clothing. Decide 

which of these articles you hear me refer to, and write its 

number in the box which I shall indicate* Are you ready? 

a. 11 aizfo tiene @1 pel© asarillo. 

b. fill* tiene la boca abierta. 

c. ^fieae usted aapatos nuevos? 

d. FancMto tiene pantalones azules.. 

e. La falda d@ la nlaa es ro^a. 

f. La eamisa del nino ®& blanca. 

g. La blusa de la niiia es blanea. 

h. Blla tien® los ô Jos nr«rd©s. 

i. iQue tiene usted en la mano? 

J, His tiene un sombrero bonito. 

4. Item IV consists of a list of Spanish sentences. 

These sentences refer to the pictures shown. Sach picture 

is numbered. Write the number of each picture in the box 

of the sentence to which it refers. Are you ready? 

a. Hi casa e® grand®. 

b. Est© es mi gafco. 

c. Mi hermano tiene un perro. 

d. Las flores son boaitas. 

e. La galliaa tiene muchos pollitos. 
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f. Mi abulia es buena. 

g. Is la hora &© comer* 

3* la item ¥ you see a column of incomplete sen-

tences* Below the column is a list of words and 

expressions. With these you ©an complete all the sen-

tences, Select one word or expression for each sentence 

and place its number in the box of the sentence it com-

pletes. Are you ready? 

a. lM que -es la falda? 

b. iOomo -la nina? 

c. iCtaSatos anos -©1? 

d. -est 

e. iQm come la mifia? 

f. iQue -la pimata? 

6. In item 71 you see a list of questions. Below 

this list is a list of expressions in Spanish. You are to 

select the Spanish expression which will answer each ques-

tion. Place the number of the expression you select in the 

box of the queotion you are answering. Are you ready? 

a. What should I say in the morning? 

b. What should you say when I say, "thank you"? 

c. What should I say on Christmas morning? 

d. What should I say when you do me a favor? 

m. What should I say when I leave a friend? 



APPENDIX L 

TiiST II, GIVEN AFTER NINE HOURS OF INSTRUCTION 

I I II III 

White A A 

Red B B 

Yellow 0 C 

Gray- D D 

Green £ 1 

Blue F F 

Brown Q 0 

H II 

I : I 
J 

v /. I 3, 

toft' 

5̂  / • * 
1> 

11 Hi casa es grand®. 
IT Este es mi gate. 
0 } Mi hermano tiene 

xm perro. 
"Las floras son 
bonitaa» 

'La gallina tiene 
muchos pollitos. 

g } Hi abuela as buena. 
r Is la hora &e comer. 

in 

£ 
B 

i 
P 

que-~es la falda? 
iOomo—la ninai 

£Quantos ano®—el? 
4 Que—es? 

iQue come la nina? 
4Que—la pinata? 
(See "below) 

Vocabulary 
1. tiene 5» color 
2* es 6* bonlta 
3. para la cena ?. hora 
4. se llama 8. dlas 

B 

0 

D 

1 

What should I say in 
the morning? 

What should you say 
when 1 say, "thank 
youw? 

What should I say on 
Christmas morning? 

What should I say when 
you do me a favor? 

What should I say when 
I l e a v e a friend? 
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fBACHEE'S MANUAL Of DIRECTIONS FOE fSSf III 

f©acker reads to pupils: 

Pleas® write your paper heading in tit© spaces provided 

at the top of the pag©. 

You s@® rows of various object®, numbers, and English 

words on this test. When X read, you are to decide which 

item represents the best response to what you hear m@ read., 

fhea you are to write the letter which you see fey the side 

of each item in the box at the left side of the row of 

items. Are you ready? 

1. Which clock say®, "Son las ocho en puato"? 

2. Which clock says, "Son las einco y cuarto"? 

3# Which clock says,. "Biess para las tres"? 

4. Which clock indicates the time of day in this 

sentence, "La. escuela comiensa a las raaeire"? 

5* Which item answers this question, "^Ouantos df*g 

hay en la semana?M 

6. Which item says when "el nino va a la iglesia"? 

?• Which item says, "^En donde escribe la maestra los 

nomer©®?* 

8. Ssta @s la puerta. 

9» I»a si 11a est a delante de la mesa. 
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10* Las loses cuelgan del techo. 

11. Hay aumeros en @1 pizarron. 

12* El libro esta sobre la mesa. 

15. $1 llbro @s$a ©a el suelo. 

14. Hay w m vent ana em la sa la d© class, 

15. How you see three statements. Which one is the 

best answer for this question, niMn que ©scribe usted con 

lapis?" 

16. Which ite» means, " 4,00m© s@ llama la nina?" 

17* Which item means, "Apague mated la las, por 

favor"? 

18. Which one of the items here best answers the 

question, "With what 'coate&za la clase1?" 

19. Which of the amounts of money do you hear ate say, 

"To pago «a dolar y dies centavos"? 

20. Which item answers, n&A que hora teraina la 

eseuela? M 

21. Here is some arithmetic. n&Cuantos son nueve y 

trest* 

22. "^Cuantos son veinte y cineo?" 

25. Which Item provides the best answer to the state-

ment, "Mi tiermano toaa tjugo de toronja"? 

24. Which item provides the best answer to the state-

ment, "Mi gat© bebe lech®"? 
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25* Which, of these Items do you hear ae say that I 

have? "To tengo tan vaso dm m$ma.** 

26* Which of the items answers the question, "When?" 

"To no toy & la escuela @1 sahad©." 

27. Which of the items answers the question, "When?" 

"Xo Toy a la escuela el vzemea.n 

28. You have been reading about a boy and a girl. 

Which item her© beet describes your opinion about their 

food and clothing? 

29- Which item here represents your opinion about 

their food and clothing? 

50. Which item here represents your opinion about 

their parti©®, songs, games, pets, etc.? 
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appmbix h 

fSSf III, GIVEN AFT.BH JSIGHTEKR HOURS OF INbTRUCTIOH 

' f 

A. 

2: JO 

B. 

3*10 

0. 

9:00 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10, 

11. 

12, 

A. 

7 

B. 

51 

G. 
365 

A, 

Tuesday 

B. 

Sunday 

c# 

Friday 

A. 

On the blackboard 

B. 

On the wall 

C. 

On the floor 

16* 
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1J. 

14. 

1% 

1©# 

1?. 

IS* 

19* 

20. 

21* 

22. 

25. 

2%. 

25. 

26. 

„ 

Ju B« 0. 

on th@ pencil in the book ©a the paper 

A* B, C • 
Her nam© is low old is the What is the 

Mary girl? girl*s nam®? 

A. B« C» 
Pat out tli® light, Pay the bill* 

Light the gas pleas© pleas® 

A» . B* C. 

with a sarape with a song with & hat 

A« B« 0. 

$2.50 11.10 75 cents 

A* B# G. 

9:00 12:00 3**0 

A• B< C* 

12 18 15 

A« B» G• 

16 15 25 

A. B« C. 

scrambled, ©gg® bacon grapefruit Juice 

A, B. C. 

tea seat milk 

A. B. C. 

vase glass of water avocado 

A* B. 0. 

Holiday Wednesday Friday 
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27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

A# 

Tuesday 

B. 

Thursday 

0. 

Saturday 

A. 

happy 

1. 

lasy quarrelsome 

A. 
should be like 

onvs 

B. 
not suitable 

for them 
suitable for 

them 

A. They are like oure 
B. Everybody should prefer oars 
C» They enjoy theirs about as we enjoy ours 
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HAW DATA FBOM HKLIABIIIITX TEST II 

Test 

44 

32 

36 

42 

42 

28 

40 

35 

44 

44 

35 

36 

39 

41 

41 

43 

32 

35 

I 
- feat 

44 
34 

39 

43 

44 

32 

38 

3? 

42 
44 

39 

39 

35 

37 

42 

42 

32 

37 

from K 

5.36 

-6.64 

-2,64 

3*36 

3.36 

-10.64 

1-36 

-3.64 

5*36 

5-36 

-3.64 

- 2 . 6 4 

0 ,36 

2*36 

2*36 

4*36 

—6-# 64 

-3*64 

y 
Dev. 
from 

4.56 

-5*44 

-0.44 

3-56 

4.56 

-?,44 

- 1 , 4 4 

-2.44 

2 ,56 

4 . 5 6 

-0.44 

—0*44 

-4*44 

—2.44 

2-56 

2,56 

-7.44 

—2.44 

24.44 28.73 20.79 

36.12 44.09 29.59 

1.16 6,97 0.19 

11.96 J 11.29 1 12.67 

15.32 11.29 20.79 

79.16 113.21 53.35 

-1.96 J 1.85 2.07 

3*83 1 13.25 5.95 

13-72 28.73 6*55 

24.44 J 28.73 20.79 

1.60 13.25 0 .19 

1*16 I 6,97 0.19 

- 1 . 6 0 1 o.13 I 19.71 

-5*76 I 5.57 1 5.95 

6 .04 : 5.57 1 6.55 

11.16 I 19-01 | 6,55 

49.40 I 44.09 55.35 

8*88 1 15.25 5.95 
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HAV DATA ffiOH RELIABILITY TEST I I—(Jon t inued 

?
 

II 

: t 
He-fest 

X 
Dev. 
from M 

J 
Dev. 
from M 

aiy 3C? y 2 

43 39 4.36 -0.44 -1.92 19.01 0 , 1 9 

35 39 -3.64 MM « wT*r - 1 . 6 0 13.25 0 . 1 9 

42 43 3.36 3.56 11.96 11.29 12.67 

44 44, 5«36 : 4,56 24.44 28.73 20.79 

59 43 0.36 : 3-56 1*28 0.13 12.6? 

39 : 39 0.36 -0.44 —0» 16 0.13 0.19 

35 39 -3.64 —0.44 1 . 6 0 13.25 0.19 

966 986 0 0 519.72 ; ; 481.77 ' 322.07 

M» 
38.6%' 

Km 
39.44 0 . 8 1 
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SAW DATA FB0I1 ISMABILXfT TEST III 

I 
I V s t 

1 ' I 
K e - f e s t j 

X 
D®v. 

f r o a H 

y 
BSY* 

f r o ® K 
xy ^ 2 ^ 2 

27 2 8 0 , 8 ? 0 . 7 9 0 . 6 9 ! 0 . ? 5 0 . 6 2 

27 j 2 8 1 * 8 7 0 . 7 9 : 1 « 4 8 i 3 . 4 9 ; 0 , 6 2 

22 ; 2S4- ; — 4 . 1 3 JL ; 3 * 2 6 1 7 . 0 6 1 0 . 3 0 

21 dy \ 0 . 8 7 - 2 . 2 1 - 1 . 9 2 : 0 .75 4 . 8 8 

2 9 3 0 ; 2 , 8 ? : 2 . 7 9 ; 8 .00 8 . 3 4 7 . 7 8 

2? 2 9 0 . 8 7 1 . 7 9 1 . 5 6 1 0 . 7 5 3 . 2 0 

2 0 : 22 - 6 . 1 3 ! - 5 . 2 1 ' 3 1 . 9 4 : 3 ? . 5 3 2 7 . 1 4 

2 ? 2 9 0 . 8 7 1 . 7 9 1 . 5 6 0 . 7 5 3 . 2 0 

2 6 : 2 9 - 0 . 1 3 ; 1.79 - 0 . 2 3 • 1 . 6 9 3 » 2 0 

2 6 2 8 - 0 . 1 3 0.79 • 1 . 0 2 ; 1 . 6 9 0 . 6 2 

2 9 2 8 | 2 . 8 ? o.?9 2 . 2 6 i 8 * 2 4 0 . 6 2 

2 7 2 9 0 . 8 7 1 . 7 9 : 1 . 5 S • 0 . 7 5 3 . 2 0 

2 9 • 3 0 j 2 . 8 7 2 . 7 9 8.00 : j 8 . 2 4 ? . ? 8 

2 3 2 4 - - 3 . 1 3 - 3 . 2 1 10.05 I 9 . 7 9 1 0 . 3 0 

2 9 2 9 : 2 . 8 7 1 . 7 9 5.14 8 . 2 4 3 . 2 0 

2 8 2 8 | 1 . . 8 7 0 . 7 9 1 . 4 8 ; 3 , 4 9 0 . 6 2 

2 6 2 6 - 0 . 1 3 - 1 . 2 1 i 0.16 ; 1 . 6 9 1 . 4 6 

2 5 2 5 - 1 . 1 5 ; - 2 . 2 1 . 2 .49 , 1.28 4 . 8 8 
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BAH DATA FHOM R S I I ABILITY TEST I I I — C o n t i n u e d 

¥ «£» 

f e s f e . 
I 1 

X 
l e v . 

£ M : 

y 
! D e v . 

f r o m U 
aqr 2 •XT y 2 

2 6 2 8 - 0 . 1 3 0 . 7 9 ! — 0 . 1 0 0 * 6 9 1 0 . 6 2 

2 7 2 9 0 . 8 7 1 . 7 9 1 . 5 6 0 . 7 5 3 . 2 0 

as 2 6 1 . 8 7 ; — 1 • 2 1 - 2 . 2 6 3 . 4 9 1 . 4 6 

2 6 ; 2 8 - 0 . 1 3 0 . 7 9 —0.» 1 0 1 . 6 9 0 . 6 2 

2 7 2 9 0 . 8 7 1 . 7 9 ; i . 5 6 0 . 7 5 3 . 2 0 

2 3 <£6 1 . 8 7 : - 1 . 2 1 - 2 # 2 6 3 . 4 9 1 . 4 6 

2 6 2® - 0 . 1 J 0 . 7 9 - 0 . 1 0 1.69 ; 0 . 6 2 

2 6 2 9 • - 0 . 1 3 1 . 7 9 - 0 . 2 3 1 . 6 9 : 3 * 2 0 

2 6 2 6 - 0 . 1 3 - 1 . 2 1 - 0 . 1 6 1 . 6 9 1 . 4 6 

1 8 2 0 - 8 . 1 3 : - 7 . 2 1 5 8 - 6 2 | 6 6 . 0 9 j 5 1 . 9 8 

2 6 2 6 j - 0 . 1 3 —1 • 2 1 0 . 1 6 1 . 6 9 ; 1 * 4 6 

7 5 8 7 8 9 0 ; 0 1 3 3 . 1 5 : 1 9 8 . 1 8 I 1 6 2 . 9 0 

1 29 

H ( X ) 2 6 . 1 3 

m (r ) 27.21 

1 # 
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RAV DATA F&CH TEST I 

A» Experimental Group 

w : 1 ; FD m2 

4 29 I 2 58 116 

3 44 1 44 M 

2 m \ 0 0 0 

I 51 ] -1 -51 51 

0 9® -2 -196 392 

N 291 0 -145 603 

H®aa 1*50 
0 -.49 
Standard deviation 1.35 

B. Control Group 

f D IB j FD2 

4 32 2 64 128 

3 46 1 46 46 
2 72 0 0 0 
1 59 -1 -59 59 
0 72 -2 : -144 288 

I 281 0 -95 
— 

521 

Mean 
0 

1-67 
-.33 

Standard deviation 1.32 
OR 1,55 

1?0 
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RAW DATA ?BQM TEST I I 

H16 Poiats 
SK:B63rf.memtal JtSffl i B« Cor ktrol Grouu 

H16 Poiats f ! ' 1 F3> f l 2 
f B • m |" F# 

45 45 3 155 405 46 3 138 414 

42 67 2 134 268 49 \ 2 98 196 

39 60 1 60 60 50 1 50 50 

36 46 0 D 0 36 0 0 0 

33 19 **x -19 0 36 ; 0 0 0 

30 10 —2 -20 40 18 -2 -36 72 

27 11: -3 1 -55 99 17 -3 • -51 153 

24 14 ; -56 224: 13 | -4 - 5 2 208 

21 a -5 : -40 200 S .5 —40 ; 200 

18 2 •-12 72 4 -6 -24: 144 

15 j 0 -7 0 0; 4 . -7 : -28; : 196 

12 i 2 | -8 ! -16 128 5 -8 —40 320 

9 0 *f»r̂  0 0 2 -18 162 

6 2 -10 -20 200 1 -10 1 -10 100 

3 0 t 
* M

 

0 0 1 -11 j -11 ^ 122 

M286 113 1715 BT278 —48 2361 

H (A 
(T (A 

37.17 
7-26 

CH 2 .47 

n (B; 
< r w 

55, 
8< 

49 
73 
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RAW DATA FJBOH TKST 111 

Hid .Points ' 
A. Experimental Group B. Control Group 

Hid .Points ' 
F B ! ?D W B2 f » ; IB PD2 

30 0 5 0 0 3 5 15 : 75 

28 13 4 52 208 12 I 4 | : 48 : 192 

26 29 ; : 3 : 87 261 19 j j 3 57 171 

24 51 2 102 204 3 1 2 62 : 124 

22 42 1 42 ! 42 30 ; 1 ; 30 30 

20 39 0 0 I 0 3 6 0 0 0 

18 18 - 1 -18 18 34 —1 34 

16 21 -2 —42 84 j 1 27 : -2 108 

14 ; 8 : ~ 3 1 —24 : 7 2 : 
j 24 ; -3 -72 216 

12 3 -12 48 14 :
 «~i|* -56 224 

10 2 -10 50 4. *•5 » o
 

100 

a 2 | ; -6 : -12 ; 72 | 0 —6 0 ] 0 

1228 16$ j 1 0 5 9 j ; 1234 i -24 ; I 1274 

0 
N 
I 
S 

.72 
21.44 
2.00 
4,06 

C 
M 
1 
S 

.10 
19,80 
2,00 
4,66 

OS 4,0? 
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APPENDIX f 

Dear Firs. . 

Pursuant to our recent conversation relative to your 

participating in a Spanish in-service educational program 

and subsequently teaching beginning Spanish in the fourth 

grade in your school, I wish to thank you for the interest 

you have manifested. 

A® was previously stated., the in-service educational 

program will consist of a series of study sessions in which 

the rudiments of the Spanish language and method® and pro-

cedures of teaching it in the fourth grade will be studied* 

After this intensive study has been made, you will be asked 

to teach Spanish to your pupils for a minimum of eighteen 

weeks. Too, you will be asked to administer three tests 

with which you will be supplied, Xou will not be asked to 

score these testa. 

Permission has been granted by the superintendent, the 

director of curriculum and research, and the assistant 

superintendent in charge of the elementary schools to con-

duct this project with the clear understanding that it is 

entirely voluntary on your part and with the further under-

standing that your participation will in no way affect your 

professional status. 

m 
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Th&ak you again for your interest in. this endeavor. 

Our study sessions will be held in the library of the 

West Van Zandt Elementary School. 

Sincerely yours, 
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